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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this report, several of Russia’s strategic military exercises come under the spotlight to explore
the messages and implications of these activities.
A nation’s military exercises, especially strategic, are a form of important communication to a
wide array of audiences including adversaries, allies, partners and the nation’s own population.
This type of communication provides a better understanding of the scope and scale of a country’s
military capabilities and readiness. It also provides valuable insights into a nation’s interests,
operational art and strategic thinking. Military exercises support political, military and geopolitical
intents as well as demonstrating capabilities and challenging our ways of thinking beyond the
current framework of traditional military ‘modus operandi’.

By looking at the Russian strategic military exercises Vostok 2018 and Tsentr 2019, as well
as separately at the strategic nuclear-forces exercise Grom 2019, this study will address the
following:
h ow Russia uses these exercises in order to achieve information dominance and realise
its geopolitical, military and political objectives,
what the key messages are that Russia is trying to convey to different audiences,
 hat the impact of these messages is on European security and the European information
w
environment.
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Case studies included in this report analyse
Russia’s Vostok 2018 and Tsentr 2019
strategic military exercises and its Grom
2019 strategic-deterrent exercise. In each of
the three cases, we analyse implications and
key messages.
In the case of Vostok 2018 we conclude that
in its communication activities designed to
showcase Russia’s military prowess, Russia
emphasised improved command and control,
the complexity of the exercise and the ability
to respond to a technologically advanced
potential adversary, including through what
was portrayed as a comprehensive, ready
strategic military partnership with China.
Vostok 2018 was billed as the largest exercise
of armed forces readiness in the entire history
of modern Russia.
Vostok 2018 aimed to demonstrate the
enhanced ‘operational art’, performance and
capabilities of the Russian military as one of
the segments of power that supports Russia’s
geopolitical, military and political objectives
Russia’s narratives during the exercise
stressed that Russia is not isolated militarily
or diplomatically during this period of ongoing confrontation, sanctions and tensions
with the West and that all three powers
taking part in the exercise enhances stability
and security in the Asia-Pacific region
Russia emphasised its ability to respond
to regional security threats in cooperation
with China and Mongolia and presented
the image of a strong military force able to

project power into Russia’s Far East.
In messages to the local population,
Russia used the integrated approach of
appealing to emotions and patriotism
while demonstrating mobility, mobilisation,
strategic deployment and troop readiness
to fight against any adversary, as well as
the moral and psychological resilience of
military personnel to respond to threats
from the West
Vostok 2018 was actively communicated
by all levels of Russian political and military
officials and the expert community, who
delivered selected messages to various
audiences both internally and externally.
A number of strategic messages were
specifically designed and delivered in
various forms to target audiences before,
during and after the exercise. This proves
that communication activities were carefully
planned and implemented both in and
around the exercise in order to achieve
certain goals. Communication activities
supported Russia’s goal to demonstrate its
military capabilities and to communicate
that its military reforms are having the
expected effect - Russia remains a
formidable military superpower.
The message of international partnerships
not only with China but also other regional
powers - as well as Belarus - was reinforced
during Tsentr 2019. Research also suggests
that pursuant to the Russian military’s
tradition of maskirovka - camouflage or, more
broadly, concealment or even disinformation -
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the exercise functioned as a cover for Russia’s
exercising of network-centric warfare.
Tsentr 2019 repeated the same messages as
those in the previous year’s exercise, Vostok
2018, with emphasis on impressive troop
numbers, including participants from other
Russian agencies; increased professionalism
of the armed forces and federal bodies;
the scale and size of the activities; and, as
noted above, the internationalisation of the
exercise. However, there were differences in
the new narratives associated with Tsentr
2019, which could be an attempt by Russia
to find new roles for its exercises as part of
Russia’s messaging operations.
With this rhetoric directed at its adversaries
and partners, Russia pleaded non-aggression,
while demonstrating its ability to build
warfare capacity and to strengthen its
combat potential with its allies and partners.
Russia also illustrated its capacity to
incorporate lessons learnt from the tactics of
the Islamic State group (IS) in Syria and Iraq
and the Taliban’s tactics in Afghanistan into
an educational strategic military exercise to
train its commanders and staff officers for
mobilisation and operations in a contested
security environment.
Another important message to international
audiences from Tsentr 2019 is Russia’s power
projection abilities, which allow it to operate
on two fronts, simultaneously coordinate two
operations and extend operational mobility in
two strategic theatre operations.

In its military messages addressed to
adversaries and international audiences,
Russia also emphasised an improved use
of communication systems and focus on
information security during joint operations
with its allies.
The Russian Ministry of Defence continually
delivered complicated and misleading
messages regarding Tsentr 2019‘ goals.
During Tsentr 2019, a number of broadcast
messages aimed to prove the Russian troops’
ability to move quickly, efficiently and over
long distances. Oddly, the messaging was in
places transparent, yet elsewhere information
lacked entirely. An incident during which
two airborne fighting vehicles smashed into
each other during a parachuting exercise
was announced, but virtually nothing was
said about the National Guard, FSB security
service or federal agencies participating in
the exercise.
By contrast, Grom 2019 was a demonstration
of Russia’s sovereign nuclear might - a show
of force designed to reconfirm Russia’s status
as a nuclear superpower, to deter, to coerce and to confuse. This research suggests that
the exercise offered evidence of doctrinal
inconsistency. Furthermore, the report
explores Russia’s new nuclear capabilities,
which, coupled with opaque doctrine and the
options demonstrated during Grom 2019,
raises concerns over Russia’s operational
nuclear plans.
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The consensus in the analytical community
is that Grom 2019 was Russia’s largest
ever officially known, full-spectrum, nuclear
strike exercise. Official and state media
communications emphasised the defensive
and deterrent focus of the exercise. the
reaction of other Russian state-controlled
media was, as is customary, enthusiastically
and unquestioningly supportive of the
official narrative. Video footage of missile
launches was widely shown across the
channels. Whether deliberately or otherwise,
however, state media communications
were at least occasionally imprecise or
inaccurate.

2019, the message targeted the whole
of NATO, with both the United States and
Europe as target audiences.

Despite the outwardly extensive detail
released through official communications,
significant uncertainty remains about
exactly which systems were tested during
Grom-2019. Significant confusion was
generated by imprecise or erroneous media
reports about the exercise. In addition,
overall uncertainty about the exact scenario
of Grom 2019 resulted in considerable
differences in the assessment of its
escalation elements. Grom 2019 aimed to
convey a range of messages and pursue
a range of goals, chief among them a
combination of nuclear deterrence - and
nuclear intimidation.

All of the above demonstrates that the
combination of Russia’s doctrinal opacity,
forceful nuclear posture and extensive
nuclear capability, compounded by nuclear
rhetoric, is of utmost concern for NATO.

Assessments suggest that Russia is
planning to blend its conventional forces
with nuclear forces in future conflicts. In the
years ahead, Russia may be able to deploy
a mix of high-yield, medium-yield and lowyield warheads integrated with cyber, space
and non-nuclear forces. Development of
Russia’s non-strategic nuclear weapons
is of concern for Europe. Capabilities that
could be put to use in this way were tested
during Grom 2019.

In other targeted communications, Grom
2019 aimed to convey the message of
Russia’s strategic supremacy, including in
the context of eroding international nuclear
arms control. It can be assumed that given
the nature of the assets tested during Grom
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INTRODUCTION
EXERCISES AS A FORM
OF COMMUNICATION

A nation’s military exercises, especially
strategic, are a form of important
communication to a wide array of audiences
including adversaries, allies, partners
and the nation’s own population. This
type of communication provides a better
understanding of the scope and scale
of a country’s military capabilities and
readiness. It also provides valuable insights
into a nation’s interests, operational art and
strategic thinking. Military exercises support
political, military and geopolitical intents
as well as demonstrating capabilities and
challenging our ways of thinking beyond
the current framework of traditional military
‘modus operandi’.
Messages communicated through Russian
annual strategic military exercises, such
as Vostok, Zapad, Tsentr and Kavkaz,1
support the broader national strategy and

demonstrate how Russia is using this element
of its national power to achieve military
and geopolitical objectives and to shape a
security environment that impacts NATO
allies and partners. The same considerations
also apply to other strategic Russian
manoeuvres, such as in the specific example
of Russia’s Grom 20192 nuclear-forces
exercise. Russian influence operations in the
form of communication activities become a
decisive tool both in its military operations
and public affairs campaigns. A timely and
deliberate weaponisation of communications
and messages before, during and after
military exercises is one of the means to
influence both domestic and international
audiences and to attain strategic non-military
objectives.
Russia places a lot of emphasis on
information campaigns as well as is about
to update its National Security Strategy and
military doctrine, thus more attention should
be paid to the information spectrum and
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In a contested information environment, an effective and efficient use
of communication and messaging to different targeted audiences can bring
multiple desired effects and create favourable conditions and a permissive
environment for future military actions

the non-military means it is using to achieve
favourable conditions for its political and
strategic objectives.
In a recent Russian publication, Russia’s
Chief of the General Staff (CGS), General
Valeriy Gerasimov, stressed an increased role
of the domain of information in addition to
the traditional air, sea and land operational
domains. Gen Gerasimov states that ‘the
information domain, not having a clearly
defined international border, provides the
possibility for long-range, hidden action upon
not only critically important information
infrastructure, but also upon the population
of a country, directly influencing the condition
of national security of a state. For this very
reason, work on the question of preparation
of information and conduct of actions of
information character is the most important
task of military science’.3
As seen from Russian sources, non-military
actions, such as information campaigns, can
play an important role if used efficiently and
combined effectively with military forces.
In a contested information environment, an

effective and efficient use of communication
and messaging to different targeted
audiences can bring multiple desired
effects and create favourable conditions
and a permissive environment for future
military actions. For example, Russia’s
information activities in Ukraine illustrate
how information warfare and influence on
target audiences can create conditions
and a grounding for further non-military
activities ‘supplemented by military means
of a concealed character’.4
By looking at the Russian strategic military
exercises Vostok 2018 and Tsentr 2019, as
well as separately at the strategic nuclearforces exercise Grom 2019, this study will
address the following:
h ow Russia uses these exercises
in order to achieve information
dominance and realise its geopolitical,
military and political objectives,
 hat the key messages are that
w
Russia is trying to convey to different
audiences,
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 hat the impact of these messages is
w
on European security and the European
information environment.
With an abundance of publicly available
information and intense conflict between
various actors in the European information
space, European capitals and international
organisations have focused on public
awareness campaigns and information
literacy in areas where it is necessary due to
misinformation from Russia.
The Russian strategic military exercises
Vostok 2018 and Tsentr 2019 delivered
key strategic messages and perspectives
to Russia’s adversaries, allies and partners
about the future of Russia’s relations with
them.5 In order to fully assess the strategic
effect of these exercises on the European
security and information space, this analysis
will present the primary military, political
and geopolitical messages targeting
domestic and international audiences, as
well as analyse facts and figures. Similarly,
a separate part will look at the strategic
nuclear-forces exercise Grom 2019 from the
same perspective.
MESSAGE DELIVERY MECHANISMS
AND TARGET AUDIENCES

According to the Russian military practices,
strategic exercises are conducted regularly.
The main military tasks Russia seeks to
accomplish are to prepare forces and test
their combat status and readiness, to train
various level commands to perform effective

command and control (C2), to test new
concepts, tactical elements, weaponry and
systems and, in some cases, to check preplanned scenarios. But exercise scenarios,
their scale and participants, the way they
are run and ‘advertised’, and even their
geographical location are also used to tailor
messages to various internal and external
audiences. Thus, exercises contribute to
or even become a major part of Russia’s
communication activities.
Such exercises as a means of strategic
messaging to outside audiences aim to
showcase Russia as a state that possesses
a credible military. They support the Russian
point of view on its national security and
international relations issues. They help
Russia to be recognised as a ‘global power’ by
a wide range of actors. In the process, they
create favourable conditions for the pursuit of
its expansionist policies beyond its borders.
On the other hand, Russia has a track record
of using its military exercises to conceal
preparation for actual, planned operations (as
in 2008 - Georgia).
The holding of Russia’s major strategic
military exercises also serves as a method
to reach out to its population, Russian
minorities, international supporters and other
entities in order to attain an ‘end state’ and to
achieve the desired effect of strengthening
Russia’s state apparatus and support for the
current regime.
In Russia, the most important and strategic
messages aimed at various target audiences
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Such exercises as a means of strategic messaging to outside
audiences aim to showcase Russia as a state that possesses a credible
military.

are usually delivered through official
statements by the highest-level officials (the
President of the Russian federation, Minister
or Defence, etc.) and widely broadcast
in national and international forums. To
support such strategic messaging, elements
of military exercises are presented during
specially arranged demonstrations or
displays.
For mass audiences, these communications
seem to be designed to show that Russia
is, for example, a target of international
terrorism and other challengers and is
simply responding to potential threats,
particularly to ‘aggressive’ Western and/
or NATO actions. Such messaging is
meant to convey to Russian citizens that
the preparations which the government
is implementing are a matter of national
survival and are unavoidable, rational
and do not represent militarisation. Such
messages are also meant to convince
ordinary Russians that the armed forces are
able to defend the country and that military
reform and defence spending produce
visible results. To strengthen the effect of
communication activities at the national

level, these messages are continuously
repeated and explained by lower level
officials, experts and the media.
Messages aimed at expert audiences usually
contain more specifics about the exercises
and allow a clearer understanding of what
is happening and why. Such messages are
primarily designed to provide information
to government and loyalist experts as well
as to the military community about the
successes and failures of the exercises and
to feed them details intended to support
or to deny earlier declarations. These
messages are delivered by active or retired
military service personnel, defence experts,
commentators or officials in a specialised
manner (reports, articles, interviews etc.)
and are not aggressively advertised.
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CASE STUDY 1
THE MAJOR ANNUAL STRATEGIC
EXERCISE VOSTOK 2018
OVERVIEW OF THE EXERCISE

Vostok 2018 was the main annual strategic
exercise of 2018. It demonstrated coordinated
efforts by the Russian armed forces from
the national to the brigade level to test their
readiness, command and control (C2), and
preparedness for a potential large-scale
state-on-state conflict with a technologically
advanced peer adversary. This multi-domain
exercise simulated a multi-directional theatre
level conflict and combined the armed forces
of Russia with elements from China and
Mongolia, two Russian naval fleets (Pacific
and Northern), the air force and army aviation.
It was conducted in the Central and Eastern
Military Districts from early July to September
with
approximately
300,000
troops
6
participating. The preparatory phase of the
exercise spanned July and August, while its
active phase took place on 11-17 September
2018.
The scale and scope of the exercise were
widely covered in the Russian media. The
Minister of Defence, Sergey Shoygu, spoke
to the media about the exercise and CGS
Gen Gerasimov described the exercise in
his briefing to foreign military attachés in

early September 2018.7 The Minister of
Defence pointed out that Vostok 2018 was a
unique exercise and had become the largest
exercise of armed forces readiness in the
entire history of modern Russia.8 During his
visit to the Tsugol training area in the TransBaikal territory, President Vladimir Putin of
the Russian Federation commented on the
exercise, stating that ‘Russia is a peaceloving state. We do not and cannot have any
aggressive plans. Russia’s foreign policy is
aimed at constructive cooperation with all
interested countries’.9
According to the Ministry of Defence website,10
the exercise combined armed forces from
Russia, China and Mongolia and included
1,000 fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, 80
ships and 36,000 tanks, armoured and other
vehicles.11 The Russian Ministry of Defence
website showed a number of conventional
and nuclear-capable weapons systems,
such as the Iskander ground-mobile missile
system, Moskit naval cruise missiles, and Tu95MS and Tu-22M3 strategic bombers taking
part in the exercise.12 The increased scale
of training and number of troops, military
equipment, aircraft and ships employed in
the exercise in comparison with previous
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Figure 1. Increased number of operational training events

Figure 2. Numbers of troops, military equipment, aircraft and ships in Russia’s annual strategic exercises
(official statistics - see below)

major annual strategic exercises (see Figure
1, Figure 2) was explained by emphasising
the need for clearer communication channels
between these forces.13
(The usual caveat must apply to the numbers
notably for each of the years between 2013
and 2017 in the table above: In order to avoid
foreign verification on the ground, each was
officially declared to be a fraction below the
13,000-personnel threshold established by
the Vienna Document of 2011 (VD 2011)

for mandatory OSCE observation of the
exercise. Attempts to dispute the numbers
would be met with counterclaims such as
that the numbers declared were true for the
zone of VD 2011 application. The monitoring
of media reports directed to internal
Russian audiences could help approximate
real numbers, although even those reports
would be unlikely to reveal the whole
picture. In a typical example, tank numbers
are usually conflated with armoured
personnel carrier (APC) and infantry fighting
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vehicle (IFV) numbers, or generalised as
the number of the “items of equipment”
or “pieces of weaponry” involved, usually
including artillery. By contrast, research
suggests that:
F or Vostok 2014, the true numbers
were approximately 100,000 troops,
6,500 items of equipment, 120 aircraft
and 70 ships,14
F or Tsentr 2015, the numbers
were approximately 95,000 troops,
7,000 items of equipment, 170 aircraft
and 20 ships,15
F or for Kavkaz 2016, the numbers were
approximately 120,000 troops, plus
equipment and 15 ships.16
Once again, this raises questions about
Russia’s transparency and the ambiguity of
its communications and messages)
Vostok 2018 aimed to test combined
arms warfare, tactical interoperability and
mobilisation of forces. The objectives
of the exercise also included strategic
redeployment, enhancement of land, naval
and air force readiness, and operational level
training in Russia’s Far East.17,18 Furthermore,
a new system of integrated movement
control over troops was tested, along with
readiness inspections during combat.19 The
scenarios were generic in nature: combined
multinational elements joined forces against
international terrorism and the spread
of radical Islam.20 It was also stated that

multiple participants were trained with
different objectives within the same exercise;
units from the Central Military District and
Northern Fleet forces fought against units
from the Eastern Military District and Pacific
Fleet forces.21
DETAILS COMPARED

Both Vostok 2018 and the previous exercise
in the Vostok series, Vostok 2014, tested
strategic deployment in continental and
Arctic conditions. Such deployments were
executed during separate22 (but interrelated)
exercises before23 and during the official
exercise, in various locations.24,25 Moving
units back to their stationing locations after
the exercises was also part of the training,
and the 2018 redeployment was massive.
Whereas in 2014 tactical units were relocated
within the boundaries of one Joint Strategic
Command (over a distance of up to 1,0002,000 kilometres), during Vostok 2018 the
redeployment became a strategic one. Units
were moved over distances of 5,000-7,000
kilometres.26 Aircraft relocated to distant
airfields,27 and hundreds of military trains
(around 250 trains per day) carried entire
tactical units across the country.28
Operational command HQs relocated from
one Joint Strategic Command to another.
Whereas Vostok 2014 involved only land and
air elements (airfields) in the Arctic, Vostok
2018 had Arctic land and air components
reinforced with a naval component and used
the Northern Sea Route to transport the
units. The Northern Fleet shipped and landed
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Arctic infantry units on Chukotka’s shores.29
Immediately after ‘hitting the ground,’ solders
performed several hundred kilometre long
combat raids through severe terrain,30 while
the ships joined the Pacific Fleet in sea battle
exercises and other activities in the Sea of
Okhotsk.
Before official exercises, the highest-ranking
military officials (CGS Gerasimov,31 deputy
ministers32), under the cover of inspections,33
observed various activities that, despite
having been announced as being part of
Vostok 2018, were not demonstrated to
wider audiences. Moreover, the number of
troops exercising before the exercise (during
snap inspections) was almost as large as the
number of participants in the exercise.34,35
Vostok 2018 officially took place on 1117 September 2018, but before it started
officially, on 20 August, snap inspections
were conducted in the ‘Centre’ and ‘East’
Joint Strategic Commands, the Airborne
Troops and the Strategic and Transport
Aviation Commands.36 The inspections
lasted until 25 August and were followed
later by a number of other military activities
before the exercise. During these events,
a wide range of military activities were
exercised and checked.
A ‘two-sided’ training approach (unit against
unit) was widely used at all levels during
the exercises in 2014 and 2018, and these
‘two-sided’ battles grew in scale. In the 2014
exercise, only four operational commands
from the ‘East’ Joint Strategic Command

confronted each other, while in 2018, the
two-sided exercise became country-wide,
with eight Operational Command Posts from
the ‘East’, ‘Centre’ and ‘North’ Joint Strategic
Command Posts involved, while strategic
aviation, airborne and naval infantry, and
transport aviation formed two separate
military groupings with air, land and naval
elements.37
These two military formations, almost as
large as the entire German or Polish armed
forces, engaged in two-sided manoeuvres
across huge territories.38 Numerous military
units, from land,39 air,40,41 airborne42 and
naval infantry,43 navy,44 air defence45 and
specialised forces (UAV,46 engineers,47 Nuclear
Biological and Chemical (NBC) Defence
Troops,48 Military Police,49 Special Operations
Forces (SOF))50, engaged in a wide variety of
two-sided and separate activities including
land,51 air,52 and navy exercises and tactical
episodes,53 live shooting (missiles,54 tanks,55
artillery,56 multiple rocket launcher (MRL)57
systems and grenade launchers),58 river
crossing,59 etc.
Mobilisation was another task to be tested
and checked during Vostok 2018. It was not
reflected very prominently in the information
environment, with only a few messages
conveyed. In reality, it was a very important
capability to be checked. To evaluate
particular exercise focus areas, the General
Staff formed three groups of controllers:
two focused on command, control and
communications (C3), and the third focused
on mobilisation.60 Vostok 2018 tested
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Russia emphasised improved command and control, as well as the
complexity of exercises, the ability of military forces to handle multiple
simultaneous operations and the capacity to quickly respond to potential
technologically advanced adversary actions during a multi-directional
theatre-level conflict.

elements of the Russian Federation’s new
mobilisation (reserve) system. Along with
local reserves and civilian infrastructure,
Vostok 2018 incorporated territorial defence
units,61 federal agencies and civilian industry
acting as a unified reserve. This exercise took
place in different locations (Kamchatka,62
Belogoryevsk,63 Khabarovsk,64 etc.). In total, 21
territorial defence units of several thousand
reservists65 from 10 federal territories located
in the Western and Southern Joint Strategic
Commands66 were formed. The lack of
information in the media about this operation
suggests that not all planned mobilisation
tasks were achieved.
A large-scale military logistics system
was activated67 during Vostok 2018,
when more than 80 different temporary
storage facilities (set up for the duration
of the exercise only) were established.68
Railway, air and seaport activities and a
new wartime financial system69 were also
tested. Teams from the defence industry
repaired equipment ‘damaged in battle’
alongside military logisticians in the field
during the exercise.70

A number of new or experimental elements
and concepts, at the operational and tactical
levels, were tested and exercised in both
of these Vostok exercises. They included
the execution of an electronic warfare (EW)
strike,71 operations to control and blockade
designated areas using new EW systems,72
a unified automated C2 system at the
tactical level, a massive air strike, new airmobile assault tactics73 and formations,74
the unification of logistics support, tactics
to repel massive UAV attacks with EW
systems,75 standard weapons, camouflage
techniques (aerosol fumes)76 and equipment
(inflatable imitators),77 new combat vehicles
(e.g. ‘Terminator’ tank support vehicle),78 etc.
PRIMARY MESSAGING

As seen above, Vostok 2018 aimed to
demonstrate the enhanced ‘operational
art’, performance and capabilities of the
Russian military as one of the segments of
power that supports Russia’s geopolitical,
military and political objectives. Looking at
the military and political objectives depicted
in narratives and messages from Russian
sources on Vostok 2018, this exercise tested
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combat capability, combat readiness and
fighting power of the armed forces when
responding to a high-technology adversary
during a potential future large-scale conflict.
Looking at the geopolitical objectives
depicted in the messaging of this exercise,
Vostok 2018 had to prove that Moscow could
consolidate military cooperation with China
and Mongolia and develop a comprehensive
strategic military partnership with them.
All these communications are of strategic
importance to Moscow’s revisionist aims
against the West and the post-Cold War
liberal order.
Analysing the military and political
objectives of Russia’s messages through
Russian media sources, it is clear that
Russia put deliberate emphasis on the
improved warfare capabilities of strategiclevel operations and security capacity
building.
In all strategic messages, Russia
emphasised improved command and control,
as well as the complexity of exercises, the
ability of military forces to handle multiple
simultaneous operations and the capacity to
quickly respond to potential technologically
advanced adversary actions during a multidirectional theatre-level conflict. Such
messaging had to achieve a strategic effect
amongst domestic and foreign audiences
and was designed to show that Russia
is a military power capable of carrying
out assigned missions successfully in
a complex security environment during
a transition from peace to war. Through

showing improved coordinated efforts,
successful exercising of C2 systems and
the strategic readiness of forces, it is certain
that Russia achieved the desired effect on
its target audiences, demonstrating that
Russia’s military capabilities are evolving in
both scope and scale, Russia is prepared
for a war with any adversary and Russia’s
military-industrial complex is ready to
operate in wartime mode.79
Geopolitical messaging aimed at international
audiences and at Russia’s allies demonstrated
the deepening of a strategic partnership,
trust and military dialogue between Russia,
Mongolia and China.80 Its narratives during
the exercise stressed that Russia is not
isolated militarily or diplomatically during this
period of on-going confrontation, sanctions
and tensions with the West and that all three
powers taking part in the exercise enhances
stability and security in the Asia-Pacific
region.81
Russia emphasised its ability to respond to
regional security threats in cooperation with
China and Mongolia and presented the image
of a strong military force able to project
power into Russia’s Far East.82 The messages
were defensive in nature, highlighting that the
combined Sino-Russian military potential is
larger than that of the United States and its
allies and that Russia and China together will
be able to oppose the hegemony of the USA.83
Moreover, Russia stressed the instabilities
and shifts in the international order and
the advantages of deepening military
partnerships between itself and rising powers
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like China, which is a strategic competitor
to the USA and NATO.84 Such geopolitical
messages were aimed at achieving different
strategic effects amongst target audiences
and were designed to demonstrate Russia’s
ability to maintain and deepen relations
with Russia’s like-minded counterparts,
while securing its geostrategic interests and
areas of priority in its respective geopolitical
backyards.
In messages to the local population,
Russia used the integrated approach of
appealing to emotions and patriotism
while demonstrating mobility, mobilisation,
strategic deployment and troop readiness
to fight against any adversary, as well as
the moral and psychological resilience of
military personnel to respond to threats
from the West.85
Many reports from Vostok 2018 emphasised
the figure of approximately 300,000 troops
involved in the exercise. Such a show
of force was combined with images of
military capabilities and a demonstration of
military unity between Russian, Chinese and
Mongolian forces.86 These messages were
designed to appeal to public sentiment and
to the cognitive side of target audiences.87
All of these messages are of value to the
West and contain security implications for
the European information environment and
NATO.

ANALYSIS OF MESSAGING IN DETAIL

When we compare recent Vostok exercises
and Vostok 2010, the earlier exercise
had a concrete scenario that carried a
strong message to China. In 2009, while
describing the opponent in Vostok 2010,
Lt-Gen Sergey Skokov, chief of the Russian
Ground Forces Staff at the time, stated: ‘If
we talk about the east, then it could be a
multi-million-man army with a traditional
approach to conducting combat operations:
straightforward, with large concentrations
of personnel and firepower along individual
operational directions.’88 Only units
subordinate to the Ministry of Defence
took part in that exercise: approximately
20,000 military personnel, 5,000 pieces of
various weapon systems, 75 aircraft and
40 ships. Vostok 2010 included a defensive
scenario with conventional forces and
crucial roles devoted to a nuclear element. It
had almost no offensive elements by design,
as the traditionally ‘offensively orientated’
Airborne Troops did not participate. It seems
that the message was well understood
and, immediately following the exercise,
on 9 November 2010, ‘an agreement on
developing military cooperation between
China and the Russian Federation’ was
signed.
The scenario for Vostok 2018 (and Vostok
2014 before it) was generic in nature and,
from a communications and messaging point
of view, targeted mostly Western audiences.
The exercises were designed to test overall
combat readiness of forces and the ability of
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various levels of command (HQs) to establish
effective command and control (C2) over
subordinate units. This type of scenario (the
opponent being fictional ‘terrorists’) allowed
Russia to test the progress of its military
reform and achievements in establishing

effective C2, and exercise new functional
elements and concepts applicable in all
theatres. Testing was done in the form of
strategic manoeuvres at military district
(Vostok 2014) and nationwide (Vostok 2018)
levels.

Strategic messaging can be seen in the following officially broadcast
messages about Vostok 2018:

1

2

3

4

Increased quantity of troops. The number of participants grew from
approximately 155,000 soldiers, 8,000 pieces of weaponry, 632 aircraft
and 84 ships in 2014 to approximately 297,000 soldiers, 36,000 pieces of
weaponry, 1,000 aircraft and 80 ships in 2018.
Increased quality of the Russian military. Officials asserted that all highlevel commanders and HQs, including those participating in the exercise,
now possessed real combat experience which they had gained in Syria.89
The scope of the exercise. Along with Ministry of Defence forces, units
from other Russian ‘force’ agencies (Interior Ministry, Emergencies
Ministry, newly created National Guard, Federal Security Service (FSB)
and other) were also involved.
Vostok 2018 as an international exercise, with Mongolian and Chinese
troops also participating. China’s participation was comparatively sizable
and consisted of air (6 aircraft and 24 helicopters) and land (around 3,000
troops) contingents. To emphasise the message of closer ties between
Russia and China, a parade of troops attended by high level Russian and
Chinese officials was organised after the exercise.
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Such messages were announced at highlevel engagements by both the national
and Ministry of Defence leadership in many
various forums and specially arranged events
like briefings for foreign Defence Attachés,
observation visits and distinguished visitor
days. Afterwards, major national broadcast
and other media institutions repeated these
messages. During Vostok 2018, among
the announcements mentioned above,
statements that the exercise was the ‘largest
since the time of the Soviet Union’90 were
promoted particularly actively.91
To support the message that it was the
largest exercise since the Soviet era and to

strengthen its effect, as a final event of the
exercise, a large show of force involving
some 28,500 troops, 7,600 tanks, APCs, IFVs
and artillery pieces, and 300 aircraft including
helicopters was organised at the Tsugol
training site. Battlefield scenes including a
massive ground, artillery and air barrage,
a rapid ground-forces assault with an
impressive airborne assault landing92 as well
as other for-show elements93 were designed
to have an emotional impact on invited
guests, Defence Attachés and journalists. To
ensure the maximum emotional impact, drills
and preparations for the show began well
before it took place.94

Strategic messaging for the external (mostly Western) and internal audiences carried similar
sentiment, namely:
 ussia’s military is successful, as the country possesses the necessary capabilities95 and is
R
able to run nationwide military activities.
 ussia is not aggressive.96 A generic scenario to train the armed forces was used for these
R
strategic exercises.97
 ussia is becoming an important international player and has been able to call China a
R
military ally.
Russia is increasing its military ability to respond to the USA.98

Vostok 2018 analysis shows that Russia also communicated its messages through less visible or
less promoted events. In such cases, messages that were less visible to the general population
came primarily from lower-level officials, serving and retired military professionals or experts
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among the national and regional media. These
messages contained specific information
leading analysts to conclude that:
Russia is in the process of building a new,
network-centric C2 system. While Vostok
2014 tested a new three-stage military
C2 system consisting of Joint Strategic
Commands (JSC), Operational Commands
(OC) and tactical units, Vostok 2018 expanded
it to C3 at state level by adding the National
Defence Management Centre (NDMC)99 and
other state agencies.100 Military signal101 and
C2 units (brigades)102 established a unified
communication network covering more
than 9.8 million square kilometres103 and
consisting of more than 150 operational104
and tactical level mobile command posts
located in different regions and equipped with
automated data and command systems.105
This C2 system was monitored by three
independent control groups created by the
General Staff for the exercise, two of which
were devoted to evaluating the efficiency of
this system in real time.106

planned and implemented both in and around
the exercise in order to achieve certain
goals. Under the umbrella of high-level ‘loud
and proud’ announcements targeting mass
audiences outside and inside the Russian
Federation, there were also a number of other,
lower-profile messages delivered by various
means and aimed at various target groups in
order to shape their understanding of Russian
military capabilities and the intentions to use
them. Communication activities supported
Russia’s goal to demonstrate its military
capabilities and to communicate that its
military reforms are having the expected
effect - Russia remains a formidable military
superpower.

CONCLUSION

Vostok 2018 was actively communicated
by all levels of Russian political and military
officials and the expert community, who
delivered selected messages to various
audiences both internally and externally.
A number of strategic messages were
specifically designed and delivered in various
forms to target audiences before, during
and after the exercise. This proves that
communication activities were carefully
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CASE STUDY 2
THE MAJOR ANNUAL STRATEGIC
EXERCISE TSENTR 2019
OVERVIEW OF THE EXERCISE

Tsentr 2019 was a strategic annual multidomain exercise simulating high-intensity
and multi-directional theatre-level conflict
with a technologically capable adversary.
The exercise represented all-domain
warfare and aimed to test the readiness of
Russian forces and strengthen their combat
potential, mobility and psychological agility.
Furthermore, the exercise aimed to improve
the interoperability of the Russian military’s
command and control (C2) units and those of
its allied nations, test command, control and
communications (C3), and check mobility and
efficiency of troop movement across long
distances.
It was carried out in the Central Military
District and in the Arctic in mid-September
2019. The main actions of the command
and staff exercise took place at six
combined training grounds located in the
Orenburg, Chelyabinsk, Kurgan, Astrakhan
and Kemerovo Regions, Dagestan and Altai
Territory, as well as in the Caspian Sea and
the Arctic islands along the Northern Sea
Route (Figure 3).107 This capstone event in
the Russian annual training cycle continued

its focus on operational control, combat
readiness, strategic deployment, civil defence
and national mobilisation.108
Tsentr 2019 consisted of two phases: the
preparatory phase began at the end of June,
intended to check the combat readiness of
forces in the Central Military District, and the
main phase took place on 16-21 September.
The key objectives of Tsentr 2019 as declared
by the Russian Ministry of Defence were
to practice counter-terrorism operations in
Central Asia, to enhance combat readiness
of units and formations of the Russian
forces, and as noted above to improve the
interoperability of the military C2 units of
the Russian armed forces and its allied
States.109 The scenario, as declared by the
Russian Ministry of Defence, spoke of the
fight against international terrorism and
extremism to prevent potential aggression
and terrorist threats in Central Asia.110 This
scenario included antiterrorism training,
joint military operations and strengthening
combat effectiveness of forces of the allied
states against terrorism.111 The manoeuvres
consisted of land-based operations as well as
integrated sea-land operations.
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Figure 3. Theatre of operations; Tsentr 2019112

The following States participated in the
exercises: Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, India, China and Pakistan.113 114
Of these, China provided the largest number
of troops (1,600), followed by India and other
Russian counterparts.
Tsentr 2019 involved some 128,000
servicemen, more than 20,000 pieces of
equipment and weapons, some 600 aircraft,
250 tanks, 450 APCs and IFVs, up to 200
artillery and MRL systems, 15 ships and
auxiliary vessels, and various other auxiliary
equipment.115 A number of conventional and
nuclear or nuclear-capable weapons systems,
such as Iskander-M, S-400 air defence
systems and the Udaloy-class destroyer
Vitse-Admiral Kulakov, took part in the
exercise.116 117

A parallel exercise to Tsentr 2019 - Shchit
Soyuza (Union Shield) - was conducted
in the Western Military District on 13-19
September and combined the forces of
Belarus and Russia to - as declared by the
Russian Ministry of Defence - exercise
combat preparedness against illegal armed
groups, rapid redeployment and the ability
of C2 agencies to ensure military security
and defend the Union State.118 The Tsentr
2019 and Shchit Soyuza 2019 exercises also
practised communication and intelligence
activities and demonstrated successful
use of unmanned aerial vehicles in both
exercises.119 Shchit Soyuza 2019 assembled
over 12,000 servicemen and 950 pieces of
military equipment.120
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TSENTR 2019 VS OSCE

The Tsentr 2019 exercise was announced
to be bigger in the number of participants
than the previous, Tsentr 2015 exercise, but
smaller than the previous year’s Vostok 2018.
As in the previous Tsentr exercise, Russia
announced that part of Tsentr 2019 would
take place in the European area of Russia
(Totskiy or Totskoye training ground), with
12,950 troops participating there.121
The number declared by Russia, 12,950,
was just 50 soldiers below the threshold
established by the Vienna Document of
2011 for the mandatory arrangement of
observation by OSCE states to be made
by the country running the exercise.122 The
concurrent holding of the large RussianBelarusian Shchit Soyuza 2019 exercise, with,
once again, the number of soldiers just 50
below the benchmark required for mandatory
observation, was another difference from the
Tsentr 2015 exercise. Thus, for the first time,
Russia has declared two large-scale exercises
both of which almost touched the ceiling
of the Vienna Document for mandatory
observation and ran simultaneously, yet
avoided foreign verification on the ground.
Such tweaking of the participant numbers
and manipulation of the Vienna Document
was a way for Russia demonstratively and
officially to claim transparency, but in reality
to deny other states the opportunity to verify
its statements and activities.
At the beginning, it was announced that
Tsentr 2019 would be geographically larger

than Tsentr 2015. It was also announced by
the media that for the first time, activities
would take place in the Arctic as part
of Tsentr 2019. During Tsentr 2015, for
example, the Northern Fleet practised
missile launches and sea navigation in the
Arctic, but it was not officially mentioned as
being part of the exercise.
This changed in 2019. In March 2019, Russia
announced its decision to take control of the
Northern Sea Route and tasked its Ministry of
Defence to develop rules for other countries
to navigate the Route.123 This was exactly
the opposite of the position taken by the
US and other nations, which suggested
applying international sea navigation rules
to the Route. To challenge this, Russia
applied a range of communication activities.
Far in advance of Tsentr 2019, the Russian
newspaper ‘Izvestia’ advertised plans for
the Russian Special Operations Forces
and paratroopers to perform an airborne
landing124 and for Arctic infantry125 (two Arctic
brigades)126 to land in the islands located
along the Northern Sea Route as part of
Tsentr 2019. The task was for the troops to
train and reinforce the Russian border guard
and air defence posts located in the islands
scattered between Novaya Zemlya and the
Novosibirsk Islands.
Interestingly,
no
information
about
paratroopers or Arctic brigade personnel
landing in the Arctic during Tsentr 2019 was
released. Even more interesting is that although
some activities involving Northern Fleet
exercises at sea and naval infantry landing
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Naval infantry landing on Bolshevik island - information from Russian military TV ‘Zvezda’ (‘Sluzhu Rossii’ (‘I Serve Russia’)
programme)

on Bolshevik Island in Severnaya Zemlya took
place, it was announced that none of these
activities were related to Tsentr 2019.127 It
remains unclear whether the ‘Izvestia’ article
was trumpeting false capabilities or landing
indeed took place but, for unknown reasons,
was not advertised. While the Arctic portion
of Tsentr 2019 still has to be confirmed, the
expansion of the exercise outside Russian
borders was obvious.
Most of the Commonwealth Security Treaty
Organisation (CSTO) states (Kazakhstan,
Kirgizstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan) were
invited and joined the exercise, offering
the use of their national training grounds
for training purposes. This was also the
first time that, while running their own
strategic exercise, Russian troops were
also participating in manoeuvres in foreign
territories.128 This could be understood as a
new Russian message to foreign audiences
designed to present the CSTO as a growing
and strengthening military alliance able to
withstand NATO. Such messaging also served
to reinforce the claim that Tsentr 2019 was
an international event.

During Vostok 2018, Russia strived to
convince onlookers that the exercise was
truly international, although in reality the
exercise had independent participation only
by Mongolian and Chinese units at the Tsugol
training ground and in the final parade. It
was different during Tsentr 2019, in which
most CSTO states and units from India,
Pakistan and China were included and trained
alongside Russian units. To emphasise this,
for the first time, an official emblem for the
Tsentr 2019 exercise was designed with the
flags of the participating countries, similar to
common NATO exercise emblems.
Indeed, the emphasis on the internationality
of the exercise was striking. Broadcasts
about bilateral Russian-Tajik or RussianKazakh troops fighting shoulder to shoulder
against terrorists at local training grounds,
an Iskander-M missile system performing
an 1,800 km march to Kazakhstan’s ShariShagan testing range and striking the enemy
from there, Chinese and Russian aircraft
flying in joint formation from the same
airfields, mine sweepers from Kazakhstan
exercising in cooperation with Russia’s
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Official Vostok 2018 collage, Tsentr 2019 emblem

Caspian Flotilla in the Caspian and even the
demonstration to Putin of tactical radios that
were issued to all participating foreign troops
to aid tactical interoperability - all these
messages emphasised one narrative - that
Russia has trusting allies who are willing and
able to work together.
129

Chinese aircraft in a Russian operative airfield130

Putin holds an ‘Azart’ tactical radio in Donguz131

Though Belarus, one of the most reliable
and trusted Russian military allies, was not
invited to participate in Tsentr 2019, Russia,
as noted above, instead declared officially
that Shchit Soyuza 2019 would take place
simultaneously in the Western Military
District as a separate bilateral exercise.
Moreover, based on messages provided by

Official emblems of NATO-partner exercises

the media combined with later disclosures,
it can be stated with confidence that Shchit
Soyuza 2019 and Tsentr 2019 were linked or
even formed part of the same framework of
exercise activities.
PRIMARY MESSAGING

Tsentr 2019 repeated the same messages
as those in the previous year’s exercise,
Vostok 2018, with emphasis on impressive
troop numbers, including participants
from other Russian agencies; increased
professionalism of the armed forces
and federal bodies; the scale and size
of the activities; and, as noted above,
the internationalisation of the exercise.
However, there were differences in the new
narratives associated with Tsentr 2019,
which could be an attempt by Russia to
find new roles for its exercises as part of
Russia’s messaging operations.
Tsentr 2019 presupposed defence against
the West but pictured a unified fight by
the Russian forces and its allies against
international terrorism and the spread of
radical Islam, as well as the prevention of
aggression by these forces in Central Asia.132
Tsentr 2019 used a hybrid warfare scenario
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in which irregular formations of a pseudoIslamist state to the southwest of Russia
launched an incursion against Russia that
transformed into ‘a classic military invasion
with the use of armoured vehicles, aviation,
cruise and ballistic missiles’ and other
military equipment including UAVs.133
By using such a scenario in its annual strategic
military exercise, Russia was pursuing some
of its strategic and operational objectives
and building a common operational picture
among exercise participants. The scenario
tested the abilities of Russia’s and the other
participants’ national forces by practising
efficient and effective counter-terrorism
operations and defensive actions in combined
arms warfare. While practising an ability to
respond to irregular formations and tactics,
Russia declared that this scenario was ‘not
directed against other countries and “the
warring party” refers to conditional states
that contribute to the spread of terrorism’.134
With this rhetoric directed at its adversaries
and partners, Russia pleaded non-aggression,
while demonstrating its ability to build
warfare capacity and to strengthen its
combat potential with its allies and partners.
Russia also illustrated its capacity to
incorporate lessons learnt from the tactics of
the Islamic State group (IS) in Syria and Iraq
and the Taliban’s tactics in Afghanistan into
an educational strategic military exercise to
train its commanders and staff officers for
mobilisation and operations in a contested
security environment.135

Another important message to international
audiences from Tsentr 2019 is Russia’s
power projection abilities, which allow it
to operate on two fronts, simultaneously
coordinate two operations and extend
operational mobility in two strategic theatre
operations - the Central Military District
during Tsentr 2019 and the Western Military
District during Shchit Soyuza 2019 - which
also serves to demonstrate Russia’s ongoing military modernisation.
In its military messages addressed to
adversaries and international audiences,
Russia also emphasised an improved use
of communication systems and focus on
information security during joint operations
with its allies.136 As stated by the Russian
Ministry of Defence, a ‘layered intelligence
system was created as part of the
exercise … which allows continuous aerial
reconnaissance to identify and guarantee
the destruction of forces and assets of a
conditional enemy’.137 The sophisticated
modernisation of command, control,
communications and intelligence systems
for conducting theatre-level operations
reflects Russia’s preparedness to employ
high-spectrum military means against an
opponent in a conflict. It also makes clear
that Russia is testing its command, control
and communications capabilities and
information confrontation tactics, along with
the use of electronic warfare components.
Therefore, the West should turn its attention
to this segment.
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Tsentr 2019 presupposed defence against the West but pictured
a unified fight by the Russian forces and its allies against international
terrorism and the spread of radical Islam, as well as the prevention of
aggression by these forces in Central Asia

HIDDEN AGENDA

The Russian Ministry of Defence continually
delivered complicated and misleading
messages regarding Tsentr 2019‘s goals.
On 12 September, Deputy Defence Minister
Colonel General Aleksandr Fomin hosted
foreign Defence Attachés for a briefing and
announced that the purpose of the exercise
was to ‘demonstrate readiness of the armed
forces of the Russian Federation and other
countries from the Central Asian region
to defend national interests and enhance
the level of cooperation, while performing
joint actions in defending national interests
and providing peace and security to the
region’.138 On 16 September, an official
Ministry of Defence statement named the
main purposes of the exercise as: ‘to check
the level of readiness of the Central Military
District’s organs to perform command and
control at different levels, check the ability of
commanders to command and control unified
military groupings and train commanders
and HQs to command and control troops’.139
On the same day (16 September) InterfaxAVN news agency quoted the Minister of
Defence as saying that ‘troops and command
and control organs from the Central Military

District and parts of the Southern and Eastern
Military Districts plus transport and strategic
aviation and airborne commands’ C2 organs
and troops will be involved as well‘.140
Such selective and confusing messages
provided by different officials to different
audiences might suggest that Deputy
Minister
Fomin’s
announcement
of
‘international efforts and joint activities
for troops at a CSTO training ground’ was
nothing more than a ploy to draw the focus
away from other training exercises taking
place simultaneously.
At the same time, Tsentr 2019 presented
something absolutely - and literally - fresh.
While Vostok 2018 had a final parade
attended by state leaders, the crowning glory
of Tsentr 2019 was an unexpected pivot
by Russian Defence Minister Gen Shoygu.
Instead of participating in the parade, he
treated Putin, Kirgiz President Sooronbay
Zheenbekov and other distinguished visitors
to a surprise of freshly baked soldier’s bread
and presented a mobile military bakery
with a team of military cooks and a group
of youngsters from the paramilitary youth
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organisation ‘Youth Army’. The cooks and
youngsters - and most probably ordinary
Russians - were highly likely to enjoy and take
pride in the common touch on display by the
President and the Minister of Defence of the
Russian Federation.

ground, where a ‘sand box’ briefing aired a
scenario in which Russia and its allies had
to use all their power to repel an invasion
by terrorist state forces. The briefing was
followed by a massive air and land assault
demonstration, complete with an artillery
barrage and air strikes.

Massive flame-thrower barrage in Donguz143

Putin visiting a field kitchen and meeting Youth Army
members in Donguz141

Deputy Defence Minister Gen Fomin’s
description of the opponent in Tsentr 2019 to
the Defence Attachés may have been another
strategic message. All previous strategic
exercises claimed that Russian troops were
fighting small, illegal and later sizable, nonstate terrorist formations. In Gen Fomin’s
briefing, he named the opponent as a terrorist
state located to the southwest of Russia and
possessing a sizable modern military.142 The
message was clear - Russia ‘would fight’ with
a state. To amplify this message, foreign
observers were invited to the Donguz training

Defence Attachés at ‘sand box’ briefing, Donguz144

A more in-depth look at the messages
broadcast by the media reinforces the
suspicion that the official coverage of Tsentr
2019 was designed to hide something more
important.
The massive artillery and air bombardment
followed by airborne landings and a ground
attack witnessed by journalists and Defence
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Attachés was likely meant to provoke an
emotional impact. Indeed, to land an entire
paratrooper regiment with combat vehicles,
fill the sky with helicopters, have numerous
artillery, flame throwers and MRL batteries
fire simultaneously, and follow this up
with a land attack including tanks, infantry
fighting vehicles and close air support is
very impressive and would likely have just
such an effect, with resultant promotion
of the message by the individuals suitably
impressed. The same strategy of inviting
foreign military Attachés to exercises and
impressing them with hundreds of aircraft and
thousands of paratroopers was used by Stalin
before the Second World War and remains
part of Russia’s demonstrations today.
During Tsentr 2019, a number of broadcast
messages aimed to prove the Russian troops’
ability to move quickly, efficiently and over
long distances, as noted above. Official
military media told the stories of dozens
of aircraft relocating to ‘operative airfields’
within hours, battalion combat teams
belonging to remote military units moving to
Tajikistan,145 Kazakhstan146 or Kirgizstan,147
Iskander-M missile systems covering
distances of more than 1,000 kilometres to
perform missile launches,148 149 and large
calibre artillery,150 engineers and other units
performing combined railway and lone
marches. Of course, all of these stories were
closely observed and examined by military
experts - one of the primary target audiences
- in Russia and abroad.

Artillery barrage and air assault in Donguz on Russian TV

Air and missile defence training and other
numerous military activities performed
by Special Operations Forces (SOF),
infantry, tanks, engineers and logisticians
in various locales officially named and not
named as Tsentr 2019 training grounds
carried messages and were a warning to
adversaries. Russian air defence units
armed with S-300, S-400, Pantsir-S and
other systems were able to engage 30-
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80 targets simultaneously and successfully
repel a massive enemy cruise missile and
air attack at the Ashuluk air defence training
ground. Infantry practised joint offensive
and defensive operations with electronic
warfare, NBC defence, UAV and other
combat support elements, while mobile
command posts (CPs) commanded and
controlled all activities.

RIA Novosti tweeted video from Ashuluk151

Exercises in Novosibirsk included a medical
transport company (23 buses) formed by
the mobilised municipal public transport
company153 and a subunit of reservists at a
training ground near Chelyabinsk practising
guarding and defending military sites.154
A large-scale field bank system was also
activated in the regions of Smolensk,
Sverdlovsk, Penza, Samara, Novosibirsk and
Orenburg.155 Given the low profile accorded
to these activities, however, the mobilisation
and reserve system presumably did not
perform as expected.
Undoubtedly, all the activities in the field were
controlled by higher echelon command posts
and observed in the federal National Defence
Management Centre (NDMC) and regionally.
To make this happen, just before Tsentr 2019,
the Ministry of Defence tested its military
internet and established a mobile network
able to exchange information between
various CPs at a speed of 300 Mbit/second.156

Lenta.ru: Anti-air defence in Ashuluk152

The Ministry of Defence public information
department was the primary source used
to spread messages about these activities.
These messages were then usually
immediately repeated by national and local
sources.157

At the same time, more ‘traditional’ military
forces and activities were also involved in
Tsentr 2019. They were part of the exercise
but not as widely advertised as the rest of
the activities. For example, a mobilisation
and reserve system was checked.

Despite the abundance of facts and
messages, Tsentr 2019 left a number
of questions unanswered. It can be
argued that this exercise was different
compared to previous examples. Even
without a detailed analysis, a quick scan
of the communications about the exercise
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Oddly, the messaging was in places transparent, yet elsewhere
information lacked entirely.

indicates that the scale of the activities as
presented in the media could not justify
the participation of 130,000 personnel as
advertised. This brings the question: where
were the other troops?
Oddly, the messaging was in places
transparent, yet elsewhere information
lacked entirely. An incident during which
two airborne fighting vehicles smashed
into each other during a parachuting
exercise was announced, but virtually
nothing was said about the National Guard,
FSB security service or federal agencies
participating in the exercise. During Tsentr
2019, a number of simultaneous military
activities were reported but were not
attributed to the exercise. Military units in
the Western and Southern Military Districts
also conducted very intensive training
in the period during Tsentr 2019. One
question is whether the snap checks and
special preparation exercises completed
before the exercise were repeated during
the exercise. It is also rumoured in the
expert and diplomatic communities that
Russia denied participation in observation
flights under the Open Skies treaty to OSCE
states during the exercise and that the

inspections under the Vienna Document
were carried out - quote/unquote - not
according to the letter and spirit of the
Document.
All of the above reinforces the suspicion that
Tsentr 2019 was deliberately promoted with
the intention of concealing other activities.
Analysis of what was happening in Russia
and its military just before and during the
exercise (including snap checks, special
exercises and other, so-called ‘regular
planned activities’ in the troops, which were
not officially related to the exercise itself,
as well as equipment deliveries and so
on) might also reveal another example of
Russian practices.
One of the most important guarantees
of the effectiveness of a military force
is a functional command and control
(C2) mechanism. Russia is establishing
its network-centric C2 system and
transforming it into a system of command,
control, communications, computers plus
information and reconnaissance (C4IR). This
system has been repeatedly tested during
strategic and other exercises in recent years.
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Before Tsentr 2019, it was announced that
one of the main purposes of the exercise
would be to test the system and to train the
commanders and HQs in its use.
So, what did the C4IR network look like in
the field? To understand this, it is essential
to know how Russia understands a wellfunctioning C4IR. According to the Russian
military, good C4IR depends on the
synchronised and effective performance of
three main elements: tools, operators and
troops.

post modules (АPЕ-3, АPЕ-5) have been
delivered and continue to be delivered on a
large scale., Given that the proportion of new
communication equipment in the signal units
at the tactical and operational levels is close
to 70-80 per cent and the delivery of large
quantities of mobile command post modules
has already taken place (more than 100),
Russia may already have enough equipment
to allow for 20 formations to operate as
brigade and regiment combat teams (with
only 5-6 required per brigade combat team or
BCT).

The ‘tools’ means the availability of a
complex of communication (radio, wire, etc.)
and decision-making means (automated
data and automated command systems
[ADS and ACS respectively]), the ‘operators’
are properly trained personnel and
functional headquarters, and the ‘troops’ are
units that carry out the orders or standard
operating procedures (SOPs).

Under the cover of ‘field specialist camps’
and other exercises, military signal units
established functional communication nets in
advance of Tsentr 2019. This took place at the
‘Centre’, ‘West’, including Kaliningrad, ‘South’,
and ‘East’ joint strategic command posts.
All information from these posts was being
forwarded to the NDMC in real time. The ‘tools’
were ready.

During the Zapad 2017 exercise, the C4IR and
SOPs were tested in HQs at the tactical level158
in the field with the use of new radios (‘Azart’,
etc.) and automated data and command
systems (Andromeda-D159 etc.). Since then,
equipment deliveries at the operational level
in all Joint Strategic Commands160 have
intensified.161 The ‘Akatsiya-M’ ACS162 for
use by Operational Commands,163 other ACS
equipment for use by navy,164 land165 and air166
elements,167 means of secure military internet
communication,, (МКS-P and МК ZVKS
radio; R-438-N and R-441-OV satellite), C2
equipment, and fixed and mobile command

‘The operators’ were also ready. Headquarters
and command posts from the lowest levels
to the NDMC, regional subsidiaries at the
strategic level and personnel (commanders
and officers) were all present and correct.
The best way to check the readiness of
commanders and headquarters to command
and control their units and of troops to be
commanded and controlled is through the use
of two-sided or bilateral exercises in the field.
Such exercises were launched. Before, during
and after Tsentr 2019, bilateral exercises at
army, brigade and regiment levels took place
in: Joint Strategic Command ‘South’: 49th
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Tsentr 2019 was deliberately promoted with the intention of
concealing other activities.

and 58th Armies, Joint Strategic Command
‘West’: 1st Tank Army, 76th Airborne Division,168
20th Army169 and units in Voronezh, Bryansk
and Belgorod170 plus the 11th Army Corp in
Kaliningrad,171 as well as the Caucasus172 and
south Russia173 (six regions).174
Meanwhile, during the Russian-Belarusian
Shchit Soyuza 2019 exercise, the Russian
troops were connected to the Russian C4IR
network. The Belarusians were likely to
have also been connected to this network,
although no official information about this
was published in the media. This is supported
by the fact that immediately before Shchit
Soyuza 2019, a delegation from the main
communications directorate of the Russian
General Staff met colleagues from the
Belarusian General Staff to discuss how to
improve Russian-Belarusian joint warfare
capabilities.175 In further indications, the 86th
Belarusian Signal Brigade176 participated in
the exercise and, also immediately before the
exercise, Belarusian officers (operators) were
introduced to Russian standing operating
procedures in Russia.177 These indications
support the conclusion that Belarusian armed
forces were fully integrated into Russia’s C4IR.

There is another indication that Russia’s
apparent transparency in communications
about the exercise was intentionally
misleading. What is referred to by the Russian
military as the Reconnaissance-Strike
Frame (RSF) is a new warfare concept that
has emerged from the ‘Syrian experience’.
The essence of the RSF concept is that an
identified target is engaged by any available
means using information (coordinates)
received from any available sensor/asset.
To implement the RSF concept, C4IR needs
to function in real time and all weapons and
sensors need to be connected. Most of the
units participating in the exercise employed
the RSF concept in their training.178,179,180,181,182
With an enabled C4IR network, the Russian
forces could practise synchronised RSF
use with ease in cooperation with other
participants. If no outside observer is present
during the exercise, it does not look like a
coordinated venture as the focus is shifted
elsewhere, where it may be more useful to
the organisers. The possibility of observation
(Open Skies flights and Vienna Document
inspections) to find out whether this is so has
been denied, however, as observation activity
was allowed only during Tsentr 2019.
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CONCLUSION

In the summer of 2019, Europe saw
especially intensive training by Russian
troops throughout Russia. Before and during
the Tsentr 2019 exercise, military units in
the field practised real actions: offence,
defence, manoeuvre, etc., all while being
directed by staffs and commanders working
from mobile command posts. Information
was received and exchanged via UAV,
radar, individual reconnaissance devices
(‘Strelets’), Special Operations Forces (SOF)
groups and other reconnaissance sources.
Tanks and artillery were engaging targets
in RSF mode over shooting ranges of tens
and hundreds of kilometres away. The
troops participating in Tsentr 2019 were
most probably also integrated in the C4IR
network. For this reason, it can be concluded
that real network-centric battle exercises
were taking place simultaneously in various
locations with operational command posts
and the NDMC receiving all information in
real time. Tsentr 2019 was used as a cover
story to distract attention from (or at least
to obfuscate) the real nature of the action
that took place.
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RUSSIA’S GROM NUCLEAR EXERCISE:
COMMUNICATIONS, CAPABILITIES
AND IMPLICATIONS
In October 2019, Russia conducted a sequence of nuclear drills codenamed Grom (Thunder).
This was Russia’s largest ever officially known full-spectrum nuclear strike exercise. As such, it
conveyed a powerful message of nuclear deterrence - coupled with deliberate ambiguity.
Russia’s unprecedented openness about this
nuclear exercise, a topic that is normally kept
in deep secrecy, is in itself significant from
the perspective of communication activities.
It speaks volumes about the importance
attached by Russia to nuclear weapons.
Moreover, official information about the
exercise appeared to provide evidence of a
disparity between Russia’s formal nuclear
doctrine, as publicised, and provisions that
govern actual nuclear use - in effect a lower
threshold than stated officially.
Furthermore, on a practical level, both the
exercise itself and, more broadly, Russia’s
nuclear capabilities, both existing and new,183
raise concerns about Russia’s apparently
greater acceptance of nuclear warfare and its
operational use.
This report sets out to explore these and
other relevant questions.184
This report concludes that along with the
general messages of nuclear deterrence and

nuclear intimidation which Grom 2019 aimed
to convey as an unprecedented, massive
show of force, Russia likely used it to signal a
range of specific nuclear messages, such as:
t hat it is prepared to wage nuclear
warfare in an escalatory pattern, up to
and including all-out nuclear war,
t hat, to that end, it has made preparations
to integrate its strategic nuclear and nonstrategic nuclear-capable weapons in
operational planning, including through
the development of new dual-capable
designs which have been tested during
Grom 2019,
a nd that, through nuclear modernisation,
it has gained the upper hand in the
nuclear arena and is undaunted by the
prospect of the collapse of international
nuclear arms control.
Some of these messages may be bravado, yet
others merit attention.
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The consensus in the analytical community is that Grom 2019 was
Russia’s largest ever officially known, full-spectrum, nuclear strike exercise.

While some of the nuclear arms put
through their paces during Grom 2019
have intercontinental reach, others, nuclear
only or nuclear-capable, are shorter-range
or intermediate-range. Thus, the message
which this demonstration of combined
strategic and sub-strategic nuclear potential
aims to communicate is that if Russia chose
to do so, it could hold both other continents
and regions much closer to it, be it west,
east, north or south, at risk. This combines
the element of nuclear deterrence with that
of in effect nuclear intimidation, especially
since no NATO member nation other than
the United States (at present in a far more
limited way) has any equivalent to Russia’s
shorter-range nuclear-capable systems. At
the same time, the ambiguity of Russia’s
official communications and exercise
activities leaves room for the exercising
of dual-capable systems to be interpreted
as an element of conventional strategic
deterrence, although scepticism prevails
about Russia’s emphasis on conventional
rather than nuclear arms.
Russia’s real intentions are unknown, but its
combination of nuclear doctrine, posture and

capabilities dictates the need for enhanced
strategic and sub-strategic deterrence to be
explored by NATO’s members and partners.
FACTS, FIGURES & KEY COMMUNICATIONS

Russia holds annual “live-fire” strategic
nuclear manoeuvres, including firings of
strategic missiles. This usually takes place
in October, in effect as the culmination of
each year’s military training campaign. In the
five years to 2019, with one exception (May
2014),185 this was the case in 2015,186 2016,187
2017,188 and 2018.189 Normally, these nuclear
drills followed that year’s major strategic
exercises in Russia’s annual Zapad/Vostok/
Tsentr/Kavkaz series but remained unnamed.
In 2019, apparently for the first time, these
nuclear drills have been given an official
name: Grom. They took place on 15–
17 October.
Uncharacteristically, the level of official
openness on a topic that is normally kept
in deep secrecy was on this occasion
unprecedented.
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Russian military spokesman Gen Yevgeniy Ilyin at 14 October briefing for Defence Attachés (MoD)

To explore this, first, this section charts the
Russian military’s official communications
about Grom 2019, including about the assets
involved, the activities planned or carried
out, and the scenario elements. It goes on
to provide further analysis based on what is
known about the capabilities involved. It also
provides a wider context within which Grom
2019 should be viewed - as part of other
exercises with a strategic element.

officially known, full-spectrum, nuclear strike
exercise.
At a dedicated Ministry of Defence (MoD)
briefing for Defence Attachés - in itself a mark
of unprecedented publicity and apparent
openness - in Moscow on 14 October, MajorGeneral Yevgeniy Ilyin, acting head of the
Main Directorate for International Military
Cooperation at the MoD, detailed Grom 2019’s
assets and activities plan:190

Deployed assets
The consensus in the analytical community
is that Grom 2019 was Russia’s largest ever

T he launches of two ‘RSM-50’ missiles
(a submarine-launched ballistic missile
(SLBM) also known as the SS-N-18
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Stingray) from the Sea of Okhotsk (in
Russia’s Far East) to the Chizha proving
ground (Arkhangelsk, northwest Russia),
T he launch of a ‘Sineva’ SLBM (also
known as the SS-N-23 Skiff) from the
Barents Sea (northwest Russia) to
the Kura proving ground (Kamchatka,
Russia’s Far East),
T he launch of an RS-24 ‘Yars’ ICBM
(ground-launched; also known as SS-27
Mod 2) from the Plesetsk launch site
(Arkhangelsk) to Kura,
T he launches of air-launched cruise
missiles and guided aircraft missiles
at four proving grounds in the Western,
Southern and Central Military Districts
and the Northern Fleet,
T he launches of sea-launched cruise
missiles at sea ranges in the Barents,
Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas and the
Sea of Okhotsk,
In total, the launch of 16 cruise and
ballistic missiles,
T he involvement of 213 Strategic
Missile Forces ground launchers,
five strategic bombers among the
up to 105 aircraft at 10 airfields,
five missile-armed nuclear-powered
submarines and 15 surface ships;
with 12,000 service personnel
involved,

 ore generally, the involvement of
M
military units from the Strategic Missile
Forces, long-range and military transport
aviation commands, military units in the
Western, Southern, Central and Eastern
Military Districts, and Northern Fleet.
“Operational groups will be formed in
the central military command bodies to
participate in the exercise,” Ilyin said.
In a report on 17 October, the Russian MoD
supplied further operational details about the
activities that had taken place (as opposed to
those planned - previewed on 14 October), as
follows:191
It noted that in addition to the SLBM
launches, the Yars ICBM launched from
Plesetsk was a ground-mobile unit. It
could not escape the notice of a keen
observer that in contrast with the 14
October briefing, which specifically
spoke of two RSM-50 SLBM launches
and a Sineva SLBM launch, the number
of SLBM launches remained unspecified
on this occasion: one RSM-50 misfired
(dealt with separately in this report),
hence this wording - to gloss over an
operational embarrassment,
 hat was specifically described as
W
‘Iskander’ cruise missiles were launched
from the proving grounds in the Southern
and Eastern Military Districts,192
 urface ships from the Northern Fleet
S
and the Caspian Flotilla launched ‘Kalibr’
“high-precision” cruise missiles from
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The relative positions of the main missile test sites including Chizha, Kura and Plesetsk (Map: IISS). The distance between
Kura and Chizha is approximately 5,900 km.

the Barents and Caspian Seas against
targets ashore,
T u-95MS strategic bombers fired airlaunched cruise missiles at ground
targets at the Pemboy proving ground
in the Komi region (northern European
Russia) as well as Kura,
T he National Defence Control Centre
(NDCC) exercised command and control,
 ussian President Vladimir Putin was
R
in charge at the NDCC as Supreme
Commander-in-Chief on 17 October, the
day on which the launches took place.
The headline of the 17 October report, posted
on the Russian MoD’s official website, was:

“Strategic deterrence forces drill as part of
the Grom 2019 strategic command-post
exercise.”
In a clear case of strategic deterrence, both
the 14 October briefing and the 17 October
announcement emphasised the sheer scale
and scope of Grom 2019 as a show of force a display of in particular nuclear power
to showcase Russia’s strategic-deterrent
accomplishments and capabilities which its
probable adversaries should sit up and take
notice of.
Furthermore, the involvement of nonstrategic nuclear-capable assets in a strategic
deterrence exercise along with strategic
nuclear forces was emphasised both in the
briefing and in the announcement. Coupled
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with the scale of the exercise and the level
of publicity it was accorded, the implication
is that Grom 2019 could be read as an
escalation of Russia’s reliance on strategic specifically nuclear - deterrence.

the conclusion is drawn that it is “not so much
that nuclear weapons’ role is diminishing, but
rather that Russia’s options are increasing”.
Grom 2019 could be seen through the same
prism.

A comparison of the 14 October briefing
and the 17 October announcement shows
the measured release - not to say the
withholding - of information about Grom
2019. It was not until 17 October, for
example, that both the Iskander and the
Kalibr were identified among the missiles
launched during the exercise. At the same
time, however, neither statement, which
noted the use of dual-capable weapons such
as the Iskander and the Kalibr, specifically
singled them out as nuclear-capable. This
could be the result of the Russian tradition
of ‘maskirovka’ or even be construed as the
desire to keep the opponent off balance a means to maintain uncertainty as an
element of nuclear deterrence.

Several factors militate against this
assumption, from Russia’s nuclear rhetoric
and the Russian media’s emphasis on Grom
2019 as a nuclear drill, to practical matters
such as numbers and costs. As one study
about Russia’s conventionally armed highprecision weapons puts it, these arms
systems are likely to remain especially costly
to produce, and Russia’s production capacity
is not unlimited.194 To be truly effective,
conventional strategic deterrence must
rely on possession of a massive arsenal of
conventional weapons that can fill these
roles. Russia is unlikely to be in possession
of this now and is unlikely to possess this
soon.195

Nevertheless, the argument has also
been made that this could imply greater
emphasis on conventional deterrence, with
reliance on such reportedly highly accurate
weapons as the Iskander and the Kalibr,
though scepticism prevails.
One example, which predates Grom 2019,
talks about the “future division of labour
between Russia’s conventional and nuclear
weapons” and thereby challenges the
“Western assumption that Russian nuclear
weapons continue to have an elevated role in
Russian strategy”.193 Yet in the same example,

In other words, where dual, conventional and
nuclear capability is present, it is prudent to
assume that the latter could and would be
put to use.196
In details supplied by the Russian media, the
various naval assets involved were identified
as:
T he Project 667BDR (Delta III) Pacific
Fleet ballistic missile submarine K-44
Ryazan,
T he Project 667BDRM (Delta IV)
Northern Fleet ballistic missile
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submarine K-18 Karelia,
T he Project 885 (Yasen-class) Northern
Fleet cruise missile submarine
Severodvinsk,
T he Project 22350 large frigate Admiral
Gorshkov in the Barents Sea,
T he Buyan-M missile corvette Grad
Sviyazhsk in the Caspian,
 nd the Gepard-class missile frigate
A
Dagestan.
As can thus be seen from the
communications above, certain details, in a
manner characteristic of all Russian military
communications, are never released officially
in full, despite the Russian military’s own
claim of voluntary openness at the briefing.
Key communications - scenario elements
The
Russian
military’s
official
communications contained several key
elements in relation to the exercise scenario.
In particular, these official communications
emphasised what they described as the
defensive nature of the exercise. This
message was rigorously reinforced in
Russian state-controlled or state-affiliated
media, with emphasis on others’ ‘aggression’.
The Russian MoD said that the aim was to
“test the deployment and use of strategic
forces against a threat of aggression”.197
“The intent of the exercise does not provide

for countering a specific state or group of
countries. The scenario of the exercise is
that along the perimeter of the Russian
Federation’s borders, potential for conflict
persists; the situation escalates; this results
in a threat to the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of the state,” Ilyin told the briefing.
Coupled with the range of weapons
employed during Grom 2019, up to and
including strategic arms, Gen Ilyin’s
statement is clear evidence of an escalatory
nature of Russia’s planning.
In another key point, Defence Minister General
of the Army Sergey Shoygu noted that the
exercise involved “high-precision198 nuclear
weapons”.199 The aim of the exercise was to
“assess the ability of the Russian Federation
Armed Forces to accomplish missions in
an armed conflict and nuclear war with the
execution of all-sided use of high-precision
nuclear weapons and weapons based on new
physical principles,”200 Shoygu, seen in a TV
report seated by Putin’s side at the NDCC, said.
Of the several points of interest from the
statements above explored in this report,
Shoygu’s line, which emphasised the forces’
ability to engage in “nuclear war”, moreover
one with “all-sided” nuclear use, reconfirms
the message that if necessary, Russia is
ready to engage in all-out nuclear warfare.
Official and state media communications
emphasised the defensive and deterrent focus
of the exercise. The aim was “implementation
of measures to deter a potential adversary”
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Certain details, in a manner characteristic of all Russian military
communications, are never released officially in full, despite the Russian
military’s own claim of voluntary openness at the briefing.

and to “prevent aggression,” according to Gen
Ilyin. “Grom 2019 exercise is purely defensive
in nature,” he said. During Grom 2019,
“missile trajectories were different, but the
goal was the same - strategic containment,”
the Russian Defence Ministry’s Zvezda TV
said. “The reaction to possible aggression,
and Russia’s military doctrine is precisely
that - defensive - was worked out down to the
smallest detail,” Zvezda added.201
As was the case on Zvezda TV, the reaction
of other Russian state-controlled media
was, as is customary, enthusiastically and
unquestioningly supportive of the official
narrative. Video footage of missile launches
was widely shown across the channels.
Whether deliberately or otherwise, however,
state media communications were at least
occasionally imprecise or inaccurate. For
example, several reports in the state media
said that along with the Sineva SLBM, Grom
2019 would feature the launch of a new
Bulava SLBM.202 None took place. In another
example, a report by Russia’s main stateowned television channel Rossiya 1 contained
several inaccuracies.203 For example, it talked
of a Sineva SLBM launch from the nuclear

submarine Severodvinsk, which has no
ballistic missile launch capability. In another
example, it also spoke of a Sineva SLBM
launch from the ballistic missile submarine
Ryazan, not known to carry the Sineva. In
another traditional trend, reports of problems
were denied or downplayed by the military
and affiliated sources.
The reaction of defence and security
commentators in independent media was
occasionally at the other end of the spectrum
- hyperbolically critical of Grom 2019.
Nevertheless, important points were raised,
with reservations about both the scale of
the drills and their doctrinal implications.
“Rehearsal for catastrophe” was the headline
of noted journalist Aleksandr Golts’s article,
for example. “The scale of the exercise
as declared (unprecedented in the entire
existence of the armed forces in modern
Russia) leaves no room for ‘misinterpretation’.
We’re talking about rehearsing ways to
conduct all-out nuclear war. Such a war will
start with the use of non-strategic forces
(cruise missiles) and end with a mass nuclear
strike, which will mean the death of everything
living on Planet Earth.”204
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Details beyond the headlines
In the naval component of Grom 2019, at
least four units fired the Kalibr cruise missile.
They were the Project 885 nuclear submarine
Severodvinsk (submerged),205 the Project 22350
frigate Admiral Gorshkov, the Buyan-M missile
corvette Grad Sviyazhsk and the Gepard-class
missile frigate Dagestan. The Novator 3M14
Kalibr (SS-N-30) is a dual-capable land-attack
cruise missile (LACM). Conventionally armed
variants of the 3M14 have been launched by
surface ships and submarines during Russia’s
operations in Syria.
One RSM-50 SLBM launch from the ballistic
missile submarine Ryazan was a misfire,206
though this was downplayed by the MoD as
“not an emergency”.207 The launch, one of the
two planned, had to be aborted. Kalibr launch
problems were also reported but were denied
or dismissed by the MoD.208
Two 9K720 Iskander-M-equipped missile
brigades, one from the Southern and one
from the Eastern Military District, carried out
firings. The 9K720 can include the 9M723
(SS-26 Stone) short-range ballistic missile
and the 9M728 (SSC-7 Southpaw) short-range
cruise missile. The far longer-range 9M729
cruise missile (SSC-8 Screwdriver) is carried
in a wheeled vehicle similar to the 9M728.
All are nuclear-capable. Deployment of the
Screwdriver brought about the collapse of
the Intermediate-range Nuclear Forces (INF)
Treaty, although Russia disputes NATO’s data
about its range.209 The exact type of Iskander
cruise missile launched is unknown, although a

video released by the Russian MoD reportedly
showed the launching of the 9M729/SSC-8.210
The air-launched nuclear component of the
exercise involved Tu-95MS Bear-H turboprop
strategic bombers, which launched the Kh102 (AS-23B Kodiak) nuclear-armed longrange LACM. The Bear-H can carry up to eight
of these new LACMs on four twin racks under
the wing, as the missile is too long to fit inside
the veteran Bear’s internal bomb bay.211
In summary, several factors mark out Grom
2019 as hitherto unprecedented in scale and
scope:
 ased on the Russian military’s official
B
statements, it is assessed that at
least 250 ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy
bombers were involved in Grom 2019.
This number represents approximately
half of their total number in Russia’s
triad. Russia’s September 2019 New
START data indicates that Russia has
513 deployed ICBMs, SLBMs and heavy
bombers.212
T he Strategic Missile Forces component
of the exercise as announced - 213
launchers (both ground-mobile and silo)
- represented more than two-thirds of the
estimate for Russia’s deployed ICBMs.
It is estimated that Russia has up to
320 deployed ICBMs as of 2020.213 In a
simulation during the exercise, virtually
all of the Strategic Missile Forces ICBMs
involved in Grom 2019 reportedly went
through their launch sequences.214 This
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is consistent with reports that other
Russian strategic nuclear exercises also
ended with a massive Russian nuclear
strike. Similar exercises took place both
in the 1990s, during a thaw in relations
with the West,215 and more recently.216
 iven the mix of assets involved in
G
Grom 2019, this was probably the first
large publicly avowed nuclear exercise
which practised the integrated use
of Russia’s strategic nuclear arms
and its non-strategic nuclear-capable
weapons. The implication is that
even if the nuclear capability of these
essentially non-strategic arms is not
utilised, they could fulfil a strategic role.
In addition to the Kalibr intermediaterange cruise missiles launched at
sea and the Iskander short-range
ground-launched missiles fired on land,
Russia’s 9M729/SSC-8 intermediaterange ground-launched nuclear-capable
cruise missile, which violated the INF
Treaty, may have been launched. The
involvement of nuclear-capable nonstrategic strike aircraft in Grom 2019
is not clear. Gen Ilyin stated that 105
aircraft were involved (100 of them
other than strategic bombers but not
otherwise identified) but provided
no other details. The exact naval
component is equally uncertain.
T he ICBM and SLBM launches,
real and simulated, clearly suggest
intercontinental reach, as graphically
demonstrated during Grom 2019

given that both types traversed the
entire breadth of Russia, as they
typically do. The signal this sends is
that no location, however distant, is
invulnerable. The same applies to the
Tu-95 bombers and the weapons they
launched, whether it was the new Kh102 or legacy Kh-55 nuclear-capable or
nuclear-only LACMs (both have been
reported). Both are long-range strategic
weapons. Their launch position, in the
Arctic, signifies that all NATO locations
are at risk.
 ased on the locations of the fleets
B
involved (Russia’s Northern Fleet in
particular) and the range of their units’
main armament, Kalibr nuclear-capable
naval cruise missiles potentially place
virtually the whole of Russia’s European
neighbourhood at risk. The launches
of Iskander nuclear-capable groundlaunched missiles were confined to the
Southern and Eastern Military Districts,
presumably for reasons of proving
ground availability. However, their
short (or as is suspected longer) range
eliminates any doubt that their use in
the exercise also sends a message to
NATO’S European capitals. The map
below illustrates the Iskander’s reach
from Kaliningrad. The intermediaterange Kalibr’s reach from the Baltic Sea
can also be similarly inferred. Moreover,
the threat applies whichever capability
of these dual-capable systems is put to
use - nuclear or conventional.
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Approximate ranges in miles between Kaliningrad and select NATO capitals (Google Maps)

WIDER CONTEXT OF THE EXERCISE

The data above illustrates the hitherto
unprecedented scale and scope of Grom
2019. The capabilities and preparedness of
most categories of nuclear strike capable
assets were apparently tested: most of the
land-based ICBMs, along with the naval and
air components of the strategic nuclear
triad; plus the latest nuclear-capable missile
systems, along with possibly other, legacy
or new, non-strategic nuclear-capable
weapons. The message these factors send
to Russia’s potential adversaries is that not
only is Russia’s strategic nuclear deterrent
fully operational and more potent than ever
before, following its modernisation (and the
mobilisation of a significant proportion of
it for Grom 2019). It has also been added
to with Russia’s new range of dual-capable
weapons. With both of these elements
integrated and tested during Grom 2019, noone is invulnerable.

Technically, Grom 2019 repeated the pattern
of previous years as it followed the year
2019’s Tsentr 2019 strategic exercise, a
large-scale combined-arms showpiece.
In reality, however, Grom 2019’s formal
separation from conventional exercises
was likely to conceal the integration of
conventional and nuclear operational
planning by Russia.
On 15 October 2019, the date of Grom 2019’s
launch, Russia’s Missile and Artillery Troops
held a simultaneous live-fire exercise at 30
training ranges in southern Russia (and
Crimea).217 Iskander, Bal and Bastion missile
systems were fired, as were various other
artillery and rocket systems. As we have
seen, the Iskander, operated by the Missile
and Artillery Troops, was also fired during
Grom 2019. As such, these drills were also
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likely to be part of either Grom 2019 or a
larger scenario. Nor can it be entirely ruled
out that since the Missile and Artillery Troops
have broader capabilities including nonstrategic nuclear weapons (NSNW) such as
other missiles and even potentially nuclear
artillery, a broader NSNW capability may have
been exercised.
Several strategic exercise elements
preceded or followed Grom 2019, including:
 n land, five ICBMs were launched by
O
the Strategic Missile Forces throughout
2019.
 ussian strategic bombers flew
R
repeatedly and provocatively in 2019
(and 2020), for example close to UK
airspace,218 with a total of 48 strategic
bomber sorties in 2019.219 In just one,
albeit egregious example, Russian Tu22M3 strategic bombers simulated
a strategic missile strike against the
Ukrainian Black Sea city of Odessa
in July 2019, according to Ukrainian
Naval Commander Admiral Ihor
Voronchenko.220 Clearly provocative, it
is also a classic example of the thin line
that separates nuclear deterrence and
nuclear intimidation.
 n 24 August 2019, a Sineva and a
O
Bulava SLBM were test-fired - the former
from a “polar sector” of the Arctic Ocean
west, and the latter from the Barents
Sea east from, respectively, the Delta IV
ballistic missile submarine Tula and the

Borey-class ballistic missile submarine
Yuriy Dolgorukiy.221 The dummy
warheads “successfully” struck practice
targets at Chizha and Kura.
 n NATO’s part, the US Strategic
O
Command (USSTRATCOM) launched
Global Thunder 2019, an annual nuclear
command and control exercise, on 29
October. A “globally integrated” largescale exercise, it also involved allied
personnel from a variety of nations,
including permanently assigned foreign
liaison officers to USSTRATCOM from
Australia, Canada, Denmark, the Republic
of Korea and the United Kingdom.222 On
the same day, 29 October 2019 - unlikely
coincidental - the new Borey-A ballistic
missile submarine Knyaz (Prince)
Vladimir successfully test-fired a Bulava
SLBM from the White Sea to Kura.223
Nor are the near-identical names of the
two sides’ exercises, Global Thunder
vs Thunder, likely to be a coincidence
on Russia’s part. Certainly aware of its
US counterpart - and presumably never
to be outdone - the thought must have
crossed the Russian planners’ minds
that to name their own strategic forces
nuclear exercise almost the same would
send a message of its own to - or in
other words troll - the United States.
 uring the same period of time
D
- also unlikely to be a coincidence 10 submarines were reportedly deployed
into the North Atlantic by Russia’s
Northern Fleet,224 unacknowledged by
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the Russian Navy. Eight nuclear-powered
submarines, reportedly including the
Severodvinsk, and two diesel-electric
submarines, in effect the Northern
Fleet’s entire non-strategic submarine
force, were involved. Like Grom 2019,
this submarine exercise is thought to
have been Russia’s largest post-ColdWar.225 As such, it drew comparisons
with the Soviet Navy’s operations
known as Aport and Atrina, in 1985 and
1987 respectively.226 As was the case
with Atrina in particular, when several
Soviet submarines reportedly deployed
stealthily off the US coast, the aim
patently was a show of force to test
Russia’s ability to breach the GreenlandIreland-UK (GIUK) gap and threaten the
US.
No official link between these exercise
elements has been made. It is prudent to
assume, however, that none of them should
be viewed in isolation from each other.
MESSAGES AND IMPLICATIONS

Grom 2019 had many of the usual features
associated with Russia’s major strategic
nuclear drills, including Russian President
Vladimir Putin’s personal involvement on
launch day to authorise simulated nuclear
strikes, with a number of “live-fire” nuclear
missile launches. As noted above, it featured
an escalation scenario and an ending in the
form of a massive Russian nuclear strike.

In addition to elements well-publicised in the
military’s statements, including an emphasis
on the improvement of command and
control procedures, subsequent disclosures
suggested that, for example, missile attack
warning practice also took place.227
Yet despite the outwardly extensive detail
released through official communications,
significant uncertainty remains about
exactly which systems were tested during
Grom-2019. Significant confusion was
generated by imprecise or erroneous media
reports about the exercise. In addition,
overall uncertainty about the exact scenario
of Grom 2019 resulted in considerable
differences in the assessment of its
escalation elements.
To explore this and other relevant aspects of
Grom 2019, this section first highlights the
various strands of Russia’s overall nuclear
messaging. It goes on to consider Grom
2019’s messages of nuclear deterrence
and intimidation - coupled with deliberate
ambiguity. It also highlights an apparent
discrepancy between Russian declaratory
nuclear doctrine and the scenario of Grom
2019 as detailed in the Russian military’s
official communications. This suggests a
lower threshold than stated officially. It goes
on to consider Grom 2019’s implications
for international nuclear arms control.
Following the collapse of the INF Treaty
precipitated by Russia, the future of other
nuclear treaties could be in doubt.
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General nuclear messaging in Russia
Military thought recognises several nuclear
deterrence elements, such as:
 uclear doctrine - the theory - open,
N
declaratory documents, albeit with
sections that remain classified.
This includes doctrinal texts which
discuss nuclear policy, nuclear arms
and nuclear use (in Russia’s case its
national security doctrine, military
doctrine and even naval policy, as well
as others).
 uclear posture - the practice N
including a nation’s nuclear force
structure and nuclear options as well
as its demonstrative military activities
(or those secret in detail but known
to exist), such as primarily nuclearforces exercises but also including
nuclear bomber patrol sorties, nuclear
submarine patrol deployments or
nuclear rhetoric.
 uclear capability - the actual
N
destructive power of a nation’s nuclear
arsenal.
Russia makes extensive use of each of
these elements to deliver nuclear narratives
in state - and state-backed - messaging.
In particular, messages delivered through
domestic media often appear to be
presented with a global audience in mind.
Russia’s notionally domestic nuclear
narrative - statements by Putin, actions

by the military and discourse in national
media - receives generous coverage in
foreign media, and consequently impacts
both domestic and foreign audiences.
Russia appears fully aware of foreign
coverage of its nuclear rhetoric and can be
assumed to exploit this.
In contrast with the West, nuclear
messaging is not limited to the top rung of
defence or foreign policy officials. Figures
from nearly every tier of Russia’s politicomilitary establishment have at one time or
another been the source of nuclear-weapons
or policy statements - or nuclear threats:
 utin himself, on numerous occasions
P
and arguably more than almost any
other world leader (possibly with the
exception of Kim Jong-un);
 enior government and security
S
ministers and officials - such as
Shoygu, Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov
and Security Council Secretary Nikolay
Patrushev;
 large number of other officials and
A
politicians, including military leaders,
both current and past; members of
parliament; Russian ambassadors
abroad; and other public figures.
Messages are typically initiated by Russian
officials, from Putin down, and then
amplified and distributed by an array of
agencies - and agents - including:
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 ussia’s international media, most
R
visibly RT and Sputnik;
Intellectual influencers and political
mindsets abroad;
 nd online and social media signal
A
boosters.
Over and above the purposes of deterrence,
the drivers of Russian nuclear messaging
(and policy) include factors as diverse as the
pursuit of great-power politics as an element
of foreign policy, regime legitimation as an
element of domestic policy, the influence of
Russia’s military and defence-industry lobby, or
the leadership’s or even society’s militarism.
There is, for example, practical evidence
that Russia’s gung-ho nuclear and military
rhetoric has gained traction among some
sections of society - those that can be
described as ‘patriotically minded’. This
is borne out by the apparent popularity of
the motto “We can repeat that!” (Mozhem
povtorit’!). A reference to the Red Army’s
march on to Berlin during the Second
World War, this has featured as stickers
or inscriptions on cars. The post-Crimea
T-shirts “Sanctions? Don’t make my Iskanders
laugh”(Ne smeshite moi “Iskandery”) or “The
Topol is not afraid of sanctions” (“Topol”
sanktsiy ne boitsya) are another similar
example.
At the height of the Russia-West tensions
over Ukraine in 2014-15, the ‘patriotic’
(pro-Kremlin) sections of Russian media

frequently featured a narrative along the lines
that a nuclear exchange was almost nothing
to be afraid of.228 This was described as
almost “commonplace” at the time. The terms
in which the narrative was couched were that
Russia faced an existential threat, which
would warrant a first strike. Since then, the
intensity of the narrative may have subsided,
but it has not gone away completely.
More generally, the cultivation of societal
militarism, which has become the hallmark
of Putin’s presidency, extends to phenomena
such as 9 May - “Victory Day” - displays in
Moscow’s Red Square, complete with Topol
or Yars ICBMs on parade.
In summary, Russia’s official nuclear narrative
and the message it seeks to convey to its own
public could almost be boiled down to the
maxim “No nuclear weapons - no Russia”.
“Put another way, Russia without nuclear
weapons would be reduced to a dwarf on the
global scene.”229
Sections of Russian society seem to
subscribe to this view - and are willing
to lend their support to the Russian
leadership’s nuclear sabre-rattling.
Messages and implications
Grom 2019 aimed to convey a range of
messages and pursue a range of goals,
chief among them a combination of nuclear
deterrence - and nuclear intimidation coupled with deliberate ambiguity; a longestablished behaviour.
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Examples of the “The Topol is not afraid of sanctions”, left, and “Sanctions? Don’t make my Iskanders laugh”, right, T-shirts

For Russia’s domestic consumption,
Grom 2019 was designed to show off
Russia’s military might as a global nuclear
superpower and feed a sense of national
pride. More narrowly, to Russia’s elites, it
demonstrated that the regime is secure.
To Russia, deterrence goes hand in hand with
intimidation: the concept of deterrence spans
both what Russia refers to as сдерживание
(sderzhivaniye, constraint or containment)
and устрашение (ustrasheniye, intimidation
or inducing fear). This is demonstrated by
Russia’s discourse on the subject of nuclear
weapons - designed both to deter and to
intimidate.
As it extols Russia’s nuclear arsenal, current
or prospective, Russia’s nuclear narrative,
from Putin or other officials and media
or other propaganda channels alike, is an
example of deterrence. But specific nuclear

threats - such as, for instance, threats to
resort to the use of nuclear weapons which
were made during the standoff over Russia’s
actions in Ukraine in 2014 - also aim to coerce
and intimidate. Deliberately reckless rhetoric,
bomber overflights and submarine probes are
all relevant.230
Ably aided by the publicity that surrounded
it, Grom 2019 was impressive enough
successfully to convey the messages of
deterrence and intimidation, reinforced by
the sheer scale and scope of the exercise.
The level of attention which Grom 2019 drew
in the international analytical community
is, indirectly, proof that the message has
reached its intended recipient. The nature of
the reaction to Grom 2019, which could be
summed up as shock at the scale and scope
of the exercise evident in most of the papers
quoted in this report, is further proof that the
message was effective.
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Nuclear exercises such as Grom 2019, designed to function as a show
of force and serve the purpose of deterrence, are not solely a military but
also a political event

As one prominent reaction piece from a
noted Russian source put it in the context
of Grom 2019, “nuclear deterrence requires
a level of openness, public promotion
and often strategic bluff”. The argument
was that, “A policy based on threats alone
cannot work if the opposition does not fully
comprehend the threat.”231 While this is what
Grom 2019 aimed to achieve with its official
communications, its basic message of
deterrence and intimidation was commingled
with the cultivation of deliberate ambiguity.
In both official communications and exercise
activities, both practical and doctrinal
ambiguity was manifest. Neither the exact
scenario of the exercise nor the precise
nature of Russia’s de-facto nuclear doctrine
could or can be ascertained. Contemporary
reports indicate, for example, that Russia
classified its real nuclear first use doctrine
in 2009. As stated by the Russian Ministry of
Defence at the time, Russia’s policy on “the
use of nuclear weapons as an instrument
of strategic deterrence” would be put into
the “closed part” of its military doctrine.
Subsequently, in 2014, General of the Army
(ret.) Yuriy Baluyevskiy, former head of the
Russian Federation Armed Forces, stated

that the “conditions for preemptive nuclear
strikes” were “contained in classified policy
documents”.232 In other words, a measure of
ambiguity or bluff “does not devalue Russia’s
or anyone else’s nuclear deterrent”.233
Sometimes, the effect produced by shows of
force such as Grom 2019 can be the opposite
of Russia’s intent. Calls for the US to pursue
nuclear counter-deterrence with vigour equal
to the pace of Russia’s re-nuclearisation are
one example.234
Nuclear exercises such as Grom 2019,
designed to function as a show of force
and serve the purpose of deterrence, are
not solely a military but also a political
event. This is corroborated by Putin’s muchpublicised presence as the commander-inchief. Yet it has also been suggested that
Grom 2019 has once again demonstrated
what is apparently Russia’s determination
to view nuclear use in practical terms,
as opposed to their role as the ultimate
deterrent. While elsewhere nuclear weapons
are regarded as a political weapon, Russia
discerns the utility of nuclear weapons - and
is, it seems, planning accordingly.
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Coupled with the exercise activities, the
exercise scenario, which singles out
escalation, suggests that, apparently, the
Russian leadership not only accepts the
possibility of but also seeks escalation
dominance in a large-scale nuclear war with
multiple exchanges of various strikes, up to
all-out nuclear war.235
In particular, the exercise scenario suggests
that potential NSNW use, in the form of
dual-capable systems, is part of the Russian
operational military planning. “Emphasis
on the interchangeability of conventional
precision weapons and non-strategic
nuclear weapons is habitual” in Russian
military thinking.236 Furthermore, planning
for integrated strategic and nonstrategic
nuclear use is complemented by planning for
the integration of conventional and nuclear
options. Studies suggest that all conventional
plans and exercises have an associated
nuclear component.237
As arguments go on about whether an
“escalate-to-deescalate”
philosophy
is
central to - or part of - Russian operational
planning, it is important to consider a
postulate attributed to a Soviet nuclear
weapons designer. This holds that the
“weapon defines the doctrine that exists
in reality” as opposed to any declaratory
doctrine.238 This could predetermine nuclear
use in practice. Clearly, however, the plan
as practised, with apparent provision for
launching simultaneous combined nuclear
strikes in different theatres, is potentially far
broader than the “escalate-to-deescalate”

scenario imputed to Russia, which envisages
single or very limited nuclear use.239 Grom
2019 indicates that Russia’s approach to
the use of nuclear weapons is not confined
to an “escalate-to-deescalate” doctrine, but
suggests the possibility of nuclear use at any
or every stage of the conflict. This contention
is supported by ample NSNW capabilities,
current and prospective, and compounded by
opaque or secret doctrine.
Not everyone is convinced, however, that
Russia’s nuclear doctrine, nuclear posture
and nuclear capability are tantamount to
“escalate-to-deescalate”. One notable paper
(written a full three years before Grom 2019)
argues that the evidence that Russia’s nuclear
strategy is one of “de-escalation” or that it
has lowered its threshold for nuclear use is
circumstantial. Rather, Russia’s statements
and behaviour indicate “more a desire to
leverage its status as a nuclear power - less
a lowering of the threshold than a reminder
that escalation is possible”. “Moreover, and
perhaps more importantly, this is driven
by Russian concern that its conventional
capacity is not sufficient.”240
Evidence of doctrinal deviation
The official Grom 2019 communications
suggested a disparity between Russia’s formal
nuclear doctrine, as publicised, and provisions
that govern actual nuclear use - if “strategic
deterrence” is taken to mean “nuclear”.
At first glance, the military’s statements
echoed the Russian military doctrine, in an
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unclassified document which contains a
provision on nuclear use. This states that
nuclear weapons could be used in response
to a nuclear attack or an aggression involving
conventional weapons in a way that threatens
“the very existence of the state”:
“The Russian Federation shall reserve the
right to use nuclear weapons in response
to the use of nuclear and other types of
weapons of mass destruction against
it and/or its allies, as well as in the
event of aggression against the Russian
Federation with the use of conventional
weapons when the very existence of the
state is in jeopardy.”241
Yet the wording of the Russian MoD’s
statement suggested a deviation from that
line. Grom 2019, it said, was designed to test
the “deployment and use of strategic forces
against a threat of aggression.”242 That is to
say, the threshold of “event of aggression”
has been lowered to “threat”.
This not only suggests that in its escalation
scenario, Grom 2019 featured Russian
nuclear first use. Crucially, it also signals
a significant mismatch between Russian
nuclear theory and practice. As one notable
account sees it, the literal meaning of the
statement “deployment and use of strategic
forces against a threat of aggression” is
nuclear preemption: nuclear weapons’ first
use against such a “threat of aggression” is
not deterrence or retaliation - it is preemptive
first use.243

As a consequence, not for the first time,
suspicion has arisen that Russia’s real
nuclear first use doctrine is different to
what is contained in its official declaratory
policy - and is perhaps closer to Grom 2019’s
postulation of a “threat” of aggression, rather
than an act of war.
Presumably as a result of uncertainty
about the exact scenario of Grom 2019,
however, other assessments suggested
that in the scenario, Russia’s nuclear use
was in response to the adversary’s first use.
According to one prominent assessment,
for example, the “adversary’s supposed
escalation and resulting use of nuclear
weapons required a nuclear response from
Russia’s strategic and possibly theatre-level
forces”.244 Yet based on information publicly
released by the Russian military, it is not
at all certain that this retaliatory scenario,
as opposed to Russia’s first use, was really
the case. Moreover, neither the US nor any
NATO state has counterparts to the potential
NSNW component of Grom 2019, so it is
unlikely that in its scenario, they would have
been used in response to US or NATO first
use. It has been further argued that: “Even if
we had comparable weapons, the probability
we would use them in a conventional war
would be close to zero.”245
In Russia’s case, the “Fundamentals of the
Russian Federation’s Nuclear Deterrence
Policy”, never officially released by the
Kremlin, are a 2010 document thought to
contain the specifics of Russia’s classified
nuclear doctrine. It has been suggested that
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in that classified document, Russia reserved
the right to undertake a nuclear response
to conventional attacks on Russian nuclear
forces or a ground invasion of Russian
territory.246
As publicised, Russian military doctrine
allows for nuclear first use in a conventional
war “when the very existence of the state
is in jeopardy”. Even if this is taken at face
value, however, this wording is ambiguous.
For example, any foreign military action in
a border war, even one started by Russia,
could potentially be declared by Russia a
threat to the existence of the Russian state and therefore entail nuclear use.
In short, doctrinal uncertainty is feeding
international concern over Russia’s intent.
This uncertainty starts with basics such as
the relationship between nuclear and nonnuclear deterrence as seen by Russia under
the umbrella term of “strategic deterrence” exercised during Grom 2019. But it also
extends to the lack of clarity in Russia’s
communications and messages, whether
deliberate or, equally possibly, as a result of
the Russian military’s own confusion about
this relationship.
Connotations for future arms control
Grom 2019’s apparent ambition and
potential for integrated strategic nuclear and
NSNW use has ramifications that transcend
Grom 2019, including those of concern in
the context of eroding international nuclear
arms control.

As a means of targeted communications,
Grom 2019 can be seen as a message to
two primary target audiences: the United
States and NATO’s European capitals.
The collapse of the INF Treaty illustrates
Russia’s predisposition towards treaty
manipulation. While Russia maintained
the appearance of compliance, it was also
able to manipulate nuclear threats through
its new capabilities. As that became
impossible once the US terminated the
treaty, Russia blamed the United States.
This has in particular sought to invoke
Europe’s disapproval of the Donald Trump
administration’s policies. In another prong
of this effort, the Russian narrative has
aimed to prove that Russia has gained the
upper hand in the post-INF environment - as
well as possibly even post-New START.
Grom 2019 must be viewed as being part of
this effort - the demonstration of Russia’s
nuclear superiority, in the European theatre
and overall. Indeed, Grom 2019’s message
must be read as that of in effect nuclear
intimidation - that with its apparently
operational new dual capabilities, Russia
can hold NATO’s European capitals at risk
post-INF. It intimidates, rather than deters,
because as has been noted, no European
NATO member state has equivalent shorterrange nuclear-capable systems (other than
the US B61 bombs in Europe).
Meanwhile, the United States is another
target audience - this time for a message of
coercive nuclear diplomacy - as uncertainty
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continues to surround the extension of the
New START Treaty. Unless extended, the
current iteration of the treaty will expire in
February 2021. The message of Russia’s
overall nuclear potency, which could be read
into Grom 2019 given its scale and scope,
would have been calculated to nudge the
United States towards an extension.
The integration of strategic and nonstrategic capabilities implies complex
nuclear exchanges with the use of weapons
such as the sea-launched 3M14 Kalibr and
the ground-launched 9K720 Iskander. One
potential practical constraint on the fitting of
nuclear warheads to these weapons, however,
is the package of the Presidential Nuclear
Initiatives (PNI), initiated by the then Soviet/
Russian leader, Mikhail Gorbachev, in 1991
and reconfirmed by Russian President Boris
Yeltsin. Under the terms of this initiative,
which reciprocated then-US President George
H. W. Bush’s proposal, all non-strategic
nuclear warheads are kept in centralised
storage.247
The exercising of dual-capable weapons
raises questions about Russia’s current PNI
compliance. “Ample” evidence suggests
that Russia did not fully implement the PNI
commitments.248 One possible conclusion
is that Russia considers itself no longer
bound by these political commitments.
Otherwise, Russia would need to abrogate, if
not continue to flout, the PNI in order for its
NSNW capabilities to be deployed and further
interoperability between strategic and NSNW
capabilities to be achieved. As warheads are

brought closer to NSNW delivery systems,
this would allow Russia for example to store
nuclear munitions (including Iskander) in
such strategically important sectors as
Kaliningrad and Crimea. This could be one
of Russia’s responses to the expected expiry
of the New START in early 2021 if it is not
extended. This has already been described
as the “logical next step in the active wielding
of nuclear instruments”.249 Meanwhile, such
a threat could also be used by Russia to
convince the US to extend the treaty.
And as Russia re-nuclearises its forces, it is
possible that neither computer simulations
nor subcritical experiments could ensure the
reliability of nuclear warheads.250 This could
open up the prospect of Russia’s withdrawal
from the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty (CTBT) to enable it to resume testing in
the Arctic archipelago of Novaya Zemlya.
In other words, it is reasonable to assume
that while Grom 2019 may not have been
purposely designed to convey these
implicit threats as a means of targeted
communication, Russia may well resort to
their use as part of its coercive diplomacy
toolkit.
NUCLEAR DETERRENT

Throughout the post-Soviet period, for
reasons that encompass nuclear deterrence
and great-power politics, Russia has
prioritised the development and acquisition
of nuclear weapons. For at least the past
decade, this has been underpinned by major
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investment in military re-nuclearisation. Grom
2019 aimed to deliver evidence of Russia’s
military nuclear accomplishments, but it has
arguably also revealed shortcomings in the
development of Russia’s nuclear deterrent.251
Nevertheless, nuclear weapons development evidently continues apace in Russia,
with the prospect of new and apparently
unmatched capabilities.
To explore this, this section highlights some
of Russia’s prospective nuclear capabilities,
which assessments indicate include a range
of low-yield and tailored-effects charges.
It goes on to highlight Russia’s non-strategic
nuclear weapons - of especial relevance to
the European theatre.
New Russian nuclear capabilities

in the knowledge that their every element
would be pored over, and concern triggered
in Western capitals. But if they really featured
as part of Grom 2019’s ambiguous scenario,
it adds to concerns, compounded by Russia’s
opaque doctrine but pronounced capabilities,
over Russia’s potential operational nuclear
planning.
Historically, Russia can lay claim to the
development of both the world’s largest
and the world’s smallest nuclear charges.
They were, respectively, the Tsar Bomb, a
50-megaton hydrogen bomb (potentially
up to 100-megaton) tested in 1961, and the
152-millimetre nuclear artillery shell, in the
kiloton class, which was in Soviet military
service.252

According to Defence Minister Sergey
Shoygu’s statement noted above, for
example, Grom 2019’s scenario provided
for the use of “high-precision nuclear
weapons”. It is reasonable to assume that
if true, these are low-yield since few targets
require high-precision AND high-yield
nuclear weapons.

Western
assessments
suggest
that
development continues specifically on
lower-yield devices. These include what has
been described as low-yield, “clean” nuclear
weapons and “tailored-effects” weapons.
The latter have been reported to include
for example both discrete and wide-area
electromagnetic-pulse (EMP) weapons; and
neutron weapons, thought to be “significantly
more effective” than US counterparts.253

These for now still putative capabilities
and the messages that communicate them
matter, both in the specific example of Grom
2019 and more broadly. They could be a
boast without any basis in reality - another
way to troll Russia’s opponents. Statements
such as these would almost certainly be
calculated to unsettle Russia’s opponents

In 2017, the Pentagon assessed that within
the next decade, Russia was likely to be
able to add “thousands” of “new low-yield
and very low yield” warheads to its arsenal.
In particular, it is assessed that work is in
progress to develop “new and innovative
nuclear arms”, including very low yield nuclear
weapons of less than 1 kiloton (equivalent to
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1,000 tons of TNT - but some just 10 tons
of TNT), to be fitted to precision-guided
missiles.254 These smaller nuclear warheads
would be ideally suited to Russia’s new shortrange and medium-range missiles, including
the SSC-7/8 GLCM and the SS-N-27/30 Kalibr
anti-ship and land-attack cruise missiles capabilities demonstrated during Grom 2019.
With its “aggressive” nuclear build-up its,
Russia is expected to deploy a total force
of 8,000 nuclear warheads by 2026, both
strategic and non-strategic, according to the
assessment.
In summary, a range of new options could
become available to Russia, including
accurate, low yield, “clean” weapons to kill
hard targets; neutron weapons to kill military
personnel/leadership; EMP weapons, both
discrete and wide-area, to disable electronic
systems; X-ray, gamma-ray or other tailoredeffects weapons, including anti-satellite; or
battle lasers to target re-entry vehicles - such
as the Peresvet nuclear-powered, mobile
laser which Russia claims has already been
deployed and will revolutionise ballistic
missile defence.255
Some elements listed above are presumably
speculative.256 But even if just some of these
developments exist, they would compound
the already substantial threat posed by
Russia’s nuclear arsenal.

Russia’s non-strategic nuclear weapons
Russia’s non-strategic nuclear weapons
(NSNW) are a particular concern.
With integrated strategic and potential
NSNW use publicly demonstrated during
Grom 2019, this conveyed a clear message
that Russia sees benefits in the use of
this combination and will in the future
continue to exploit the potential which these
capabilities provide.
Uncertainty persists as to whether Russia’s
intention is to combine nuclear and nonnuclear strategic deterrence. The role of the
latter has been debated by Russian military
thinkers.257 In the West, meanwhile, opinion is
divided both on the value attached by Russia
to any potential for non-nuclear strategic
deterrence, and on Russia’s non-nuclear
deterrence capabilities.
It is therefore highly likely that the newest
such potential capabilities including the
Iskander and the Kalibr, both of which were
tested during Grom 2019, will be prioritised
precisely for their dual, nuclear use. If so, they
will add to Russia’s already extensive NSNW
nomenclature.
At present, the size of Russia’s NSNW stockpile,
which is not subject to treaty regulation and
thus verification, is virtually impossible to
ascertain. Assessments range from 1,000
NSNW warheads (classed as “operationally
assigned and deliverable” - a 2012 estimate)258
to between 3,300 and 5,700 weapons (as
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the overall stockpile including reserve), with
estimates as high as 10,000. By contrast,
according to the US Congressional Research
Service, the US non-strategic nuclear stockpile
includes around 760 weapons, including
around 200 bombs in Europe.
Russia’s NSNW are extensive and include
weapons for use by the army, the navy and
the air force.259 The recent proliferation of new
Russian nuclear systems, from new warheads
and missiles to bombers and submarines, has
been remarkable.260
Moreover, it is assessed that Russia’s NSNW
numbers continue to grow.261 A mid-2016
estimate was that there were 156–200
operationally assigned warheads for sealaunched cruise missiles - an increase of
50 per cent since 2012 attributed to the
Kalibr. The number of operationally assigned
warheads for Tochka-U and Iskander-M
ground-launched missiles has almost doubled
to 248–372 warheads. Up to half of the
operationally assigned warheads are located
in the Western Military District. The arsenal
of the Southern Military District has more
than trebled since 2012, up from 87–103 to
287–369 operationally assigned warheads more than the Eastern Military District. With
the rate of increase in offensive non-strategic
nuclear forces - including Kalibr, Iskander and
fighter-bomber warheads - at least 50 per
cent faster in the western parts of Russia,
the implication could be that Russia is rapidly
improving its ability to wage offensive nuclear
war in the European theatre.262

CONCLUSION

It is assessed that Grom 2019 was Russia’s
largest ever known full-spectrum nuclear
strike exercise. Uncharacteristically, the
level of apparent openness on a topic that
is normally kept in deep secrecy was on this
occasion unprecedented. As such, Grom
2019 aimed to convey a range of messages,
chief among them a combination of nuclear
deterrence and intimidation, though coupled
with deliberate ambiguity.
In other targeted communications, Grom
2019 aimed to convey the message of
Russia’s strategic supremacy, including in
the context of eroding international nuclear
arms control. It can be assumed that given
the nature of the assets tested during Grom
2019, the message targeted the whole
of NATO, with both the United States and
Europe as target audiences.
The testing of nuclear-capable systems
during Grom 2019 and Russia’s reported
development of new nuclear capabilities
potentially has implications for international
nuclear arms control. Following the collapse
of the INF Treaty precipitated by Russia, this
raises concern about the future of other
nuclear treaties.
The official Grom 2019 communications
suggest a disparity between Russia’s
formal nuclear doctrine, as publicised, and
provisions that govern actual nuclear use in effect tantamount to a lower threshold
than stated officially.
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Grom 2019 could be interpreted as a
sign of greater emphasis on non-nuclear
strategic deterrence enabled by precisionguided missile systems such as the Kalibr
and the Iskander but given a range of
factors including the dual capability they
offer it is prudent to consider their nuclear
potential. A lack of clarity in Russia’s
communications and messages compounds
this uncertainty. Unless this is deliberate,
these communications and the logic
that underpins them can be described as
confused. “Russia’s deterrent language may
thus become incomprehensible to potential
adversaries - and misunderstanding, with
dire consequences, may be the result”.263
Assessments suggest that Russia is planning
to blend its conventional forces with nuclear
forces in future conflicts. In the years ahead,
Russia may be able to deploy a mix of highyield, medium-yield and low-yield warheads
integrated with cyber, space and non-nuclear
forces.264 Development of Russia’s nonstrategic nuclear weapons is of concern for
Europe. Capabilities that could be put to use
in this way were tested during Grom 2019.
All of the above demonstrates that the
combination of Russia’s doctrinal opacity,
forceful nuclear posture and extensive
nuclear capability, compounded by nuclear
rhetoric, is of utmost concern for NATO.
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